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ABSTRACT
The preser~t research investigates the experience of involurltary
job loss in a sample of white-collar workers. In &ddition,
their perceptions of', and attitudes towards a preventi.ve
intervention, namely, O!ltplacement, is eX:;lored. A review of
the current literature on job loss and secondary formal
interventions is discussed, which p~ovides the basis for the
present study. Findings support pr~"'ious research, in addition
to raising certain issues and provil.o.;'ngsuggestions which
result in an expansion Qf present knowledge with regard to
Outplacement.
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INTRODUCTION
There is no doubt. that job loss and subsequent unemployment
represents a major problem in today's society. Terminations
are commcnp.l.acefor reasons including economicdownturnsf an
excess of staff dlle to mergers and a.cquisitions, and the need
to adopt g-eneral cost cutt.ing st gies by w1!eding out
marginal perfoLmers (Hoban, 1987). Although the incidence of
involuntary job loss is axacerbated by the economic climate,
terminations are still an unavoidable reality of organisational
life.
A review of the literaturG has shownthat job loss and ensuing
unemployment generally reS'>1ts in a host of negative
physiological, psychological and behavioral consequences for
the displaced individual. However, if an open-systems
perspective is adopted, it becomes apparent that the negative
consequences are not by any means limited to the individual,
but simultaneously impact on family members and family
functioning, organisations, and society at J.arge.
outplacement is a formal social support intervention which has
arisen out of a need to address moral and social issues for
E", ,ployees whose services have been terminated (Henriksen,
1982), and aims at reducing the deleterious effects of
involuntary job loss. Mos'tof the research into social support
has focused on the impact of informco.lslJcial networks on well-
being (Rook« Dooley, 1985), with less attention being given
to the role of formal social support interventions.
outplacement originated in the 1960's, and has gained momentum
ever since (Birch, 1991). In the united states, outplncement
has gained acceptance as a human resource service, and has
emerged internationally in countries such as Canada, Asia,
Europe, Latin America and Japan (Morin & Yorks, 1990)~
Although outpJ.acementhas subsequently emergedin south Africa.,
it is a relatively newconcept and is limited to a handful of
consultants.
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INTRODUCTION
The broad. objective of this research is to investigate the
subjeotive experienoes of people who lost their jobs, and to
explore their perceptions of, and attitudes towarciS an
outplacement intervention that they underwent subsequer.t to job
loss. Research regaJ,tding at,titudes towards outplacement has
~~~ l~ri1~ly neglected, and Ls mainly comprised of in-house
papers writte:a by consultants involved in this illdustry. A
thorough literature search has shownthat research of this kir.d
does not exist Ln South Africa. The present study is an
attempt to address this dearth of research, hereby contributing
to present knowledge& and perhaps stimulating much needed
further research in this area.
2
CHAPrER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW
outplacement refers to "a corporate service which helps an
organisation to plan and accomplish the termination of an
irldividual or a group of employees, and helps displaced
employees to satisfactorily re-establish their careers" (Wood,
1993). The goal of outplacement regarding- the displaced
employee specifically, is to offer support and counselling due
to the negative consequences of termination (Burdett, 1988),
and then to teach the individual skills which will enable him
to find re:"lIlploym.ent~(Birch, 1991). Thus, outplacement does
not aim to secure employment for terminees I but rather to teach
them skills ~nabling them to secure subsp.quent employment for
themselveS.
It is necessary to distinguish between involuntary job loss and
unemployment. Involuntary job loss refers to those individu~_ls
who were employed and have lost their jobs involuntarily, and
includes those who hqve been retrenched, been made r~dundant,
or dismissed for whatever reason. However, thi& renders them
essentially unemployed. unemployment has been defined as "a
state of worklessness experienced by people who see themselves
or are seen by others a3 potential members of the work force"
(Hayes &. Nutman, 1981, p ,2) • Although unemployment is not
necessarily due to involuntary job loss, it is often the case.
There .is, therefore, an overlap between unemployment and job
loss. The focus of the present research is on the subjective
experience of involuntary job loss and resultant unemployment.
Relations among variables such as age, tenure, availability of
social support, marital st/ltus, gender, financial stress, and
perceptions of employability will be explored, by virtue of a
qualitative design.
There is no doubt that the area of job loss and unemployment
is an extremely complex issue which defies easy summary. There
3
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are many diffe:t"entoutcome variables I which all seem to be
influenced by individual characteristics and environmental
circumstances and 5ituations. Although past rest:!archhas
established common trends, it would be erroneous to assume
homogeneity in response to job lo~s and ensuing unemployment.
It is an experience which is unique to each individual,
resulting in a broad range of individual reactions (Hartley,
1980; .rahoda, 1982; Stokes" Cochrane, 1984; Swinburne,
1981; Tiggemann & Winefield, 1984). Reactions to job loss
will be moderated by idiosyncratic personal characteristics as
well as by differences in circumstances (Payne, 1988;
Swinburne, 1981~, and as a result of substantial differences
in experience, it is vital to consider the factors which serve
to m~diate this experience (Warr & Jackson, 1984). Research
findings have generated contradict.ory relationships between
unemployment and mental health (Warr, 1983). In facti some
research has found that this is not a stressful experience, but
rather x~sults in poeitive consequences (Depolo & Sarchiel1i,
1986; Schlossberg & Leibowitz, 1980; Wanberg & Marchese,
1994).
2 .. 'l'l!IORETICAL li'R-~EWORlC
There are three :r.laj or fra'iQeworks which explain the
psychological consequences of unemployment, namely I social
cognitive, social environmental anJ agency restriction
approach~s (Mc Laughlin, 1992). In addition, other theories
such as grief theory and justice theory shed additional light
on the exp~rience of job loss. However, in order to address
the experience .t job loss and ensuing unemployment in its
entirety, thes"! ..neories must be placed within an open-systems
stress model. This allows for intormation flow between various
SUb-systems, for example, the family system and the
organisational system. Job loss is usually a highly stressful
life event, resulting in disruption and potentially negative
physiological, psychological and behavioral consequences.
4
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Systems theory represents a major shi ft in emp~la.:;,·:,fro.. th~
tradit.ional linear med:l.cal modal, to a dynamic, holistic
perspective wherebymanis seen within the wider context of his
environment (Becvar, 19S2). The central tunet of systems
theory is that one cannot take manout of his wider context and
look at him discretely. Thus, the shift has been from a
limited, linear perspactive to a cybernetic one (Broderick,
1993). A system maylle d ~d as "an organised \Ilhole, a more
or less well-st.ructured set of ideas, assumptions, concepts and
i.nterpretative tendencIes; pertaining to the whole rather th~~
to any isolated part" (Reber, 1985, p.756). People function
physiologically I individually I intrapsychically, dyadically as
part of :-elationships, as workers I and as members of the
community at large (O'Connor & Lubin, 1984). Because all
livit1~~sy.stemsare open sYGtemst the boundaries of each ~ystcm
are all, to some exte.r.t, pJ!t!rmeable,"lilowlnq for information
flow in and out, between ·f.H'ldwithin systems (Miller, 1971).
Thus. each system ir(teract~:l with, and impacts on, every other
system in a reciprocally cauaaI manner. Each memberof a
system .influences and is i.r,lfluenced by every other member
within the system. Behaviour, therefore, does not exist in
isolation, but is both caubed and causative (Minuchin, 1978).
T.ne individual is seen a~ part of a dynamic network of
interaction, and is inextrtcably woven into his who1tI::
e.nvironmental context.
Placing job loss within an open-systems model vastly
strengthens the exploration, as one is able to consider i~puts,
throughputs, outcomes, mediating variables and the implications
of th~!!operc.tioll of a feedback loop. Only then can the
dynamics of job lcss be fully addressed_
5
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~. OPEN-SYSTEMS MODEL OF JOB MOSS FROM A STRESS PER~~iC'l':tVE
~, II'
MEDIATORS
",..--' r.. STRESSOR ;i STRESS ',ANTECEDENTS , OUTCOMES
----
An antecedent is defined as "something which precedes a
phenomenon in a manner which "invites" the inference of
causlality" (Reber, 1985, p.40). Thus, there are certain
conclitiollS or predispositions that exist prior t ~I the
occurxenco of a stressful event, which will impact -n the
experience of that eventc for example, age or gender.
"stressor" is defined as an objective environmental
characteristic or event (Kahn,Wolfe, ~~uinn,Snoek & Rosenthal,
1964). In this case, the st~essor is the actual job loss.
stress refers to the interpretation or experience of the
stressor (Barling, 1990), and comprises the various theories
and models in order to explain the cognitiv~ process of the
indi vidual. strain ref era to the outcomeor response to stress
(Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn, Sr.oek & Rosenthal, 1964), which may be
physiological, psychol'.)gical or behavioral in nature. This
process will be mediated by other factors I including individual
and situational differences. Resulting outcomesor consequences
6
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of job loss will serve ClS inputs back int.o the system due to
the operation of the feedback loop.
3.1 ANTBCEDENTS
As previously mentioned, certain antecedents or pre-existing
conditions will influence the experience and reaction to job
loss.
\;~'arrand Jackson (1.984) conducted a study of 954 unemployed
working-class men, and found that middle-aged men showed
greater psychological deterioratior. than did other age groups.
Rowley and Feather (1987) compared two groups of unemployed
people (fifteen to twenty-four years and thirty to forty-nine
years) with regard to psychological distress and found that the
older group were higher 011 psychological dist:tess than the
younger group. Turner and WhItaker (1973) found that older
subjects (aged fifty-five to seventy) took twice as long as did
their younger colleagues to secure reemployment. This implies
that job loss and subsequent unemployment may be particularly
severe fox' older people. Thus, some research supports the
notion that job loss is different for older people.
However, research has also generated findings to ~he contr.ary.
Estes (1973, cited in Kaufman, 1982) examined a group of
unemployed professionals and found that the highest level of
stress was experienced by people between the age of thirty and
forty. In addition to this, when the employed were compared
to the unemployed, there were no signif Lean+ differences
between stress levels for those over the age of fifty.
Fineman (19133)conducted an extensive longitudinal study of 100
unempfoyed white-collar wOi-kers over a period of four years ,
in order to measure the effects of a counselling intervention.
The sam~1e comprised predominantly married males, the majority
vf whic .•were between the ages of thi.rty and fifty, of which
7
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over seventy
unemployment.
per cent had not previously experienced
The majority of the sample had. been unemploy~d
for less than a year. Almost.forty per cent of the sample were
forced into compulsory redundancy; twenty-two per cent were
dismissed. The majority cf the sample consisted of managers
and specialiats. Data was gathered by virtue of qualitative
and quantitative measures. stress was measured using
Goldberg's (1912) General Health Questionnaire. st.rain was
measured using a checklist of eighteen strain symptomswhich
was drawn up by the researcher, and self-esteem was assessed
using Rosenberg/s (1965) Self-Esteem Scale. With regal'd to
i:'~ge, there were no significant differences which affect9d
stress, strain, self-esteem or level of anxiety. UThepersonal
effect,s of unelltploymentwere no more burdensome for the old
than for the young" (Fineman, 1983, p , 126)• Thus! there
appears to be a lack of consistent findings regarding age and
the efj:ects of job loss.
With regard to gender, research by Leana and Feldman (1990)
supported differences in sex, whereby women in one sample
showed signi ';icantly moreemotional and physioll""gical distress
than did men. Comparisons between the sexes was not possible
in the second sample, as it was male dominated. Stokes and
Cochrane (1984) compared a group of unemployed to employek~
people and found no significarit sex differences regard:i.ng the
effect of unemployment. With regard to Fineman's (1983)
research previou~ly mentioned, no sex differences were four-d.
However, only eighteen per cent of the sample was f,emale.
Again, research findings regarding age and sex differences are
inconsistent.
Personal history and preexisting health problems maycontrj.l::~ute
to the ouccone of the experience of job 10s$, with subsequent
outcome symptoms therefore being errone~r'~sly attributed to
consequences of job loss as opposed to antecedent conditions
(stCJkes ti Cochrane, 1984). ThUS,psychological state prior to
8
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the experience of job loss ccuId be a predisposing factor which
~ay affect the degree of stress experienced. In addition to
this, previou.... history of jab loss experience may also
influence l'eactions. According to Kaufman(1982) professionals
who experienced a previous epf.sode of unemployment showed
ir.creased stress when job loss recurred.
Reactions to job loss may be due to diffel.-ences in personality
and a·ttitudes ~.dayes &; Nut.man,1981). Locus of control was
originated by Rotter (1966) who developed a scale to measure
this construct. Externi:ll locus of control refers to those
lll'.iividuals whobelieve they have little influence over life,
but rather, are controlled by outside forces. Internal locu~
of contr~l refers to those individuals who believe that they
a.re in control of their destiny (Rotter I 1966). Although there
is some research on locus of control and unemployment, it has
not been thorou,-b.ly investigated. Parnes and King (1971) found
that. job loss resulted in reduced personal control. Similar
findings were reported by' O'Brien and Kabaneff (1!>79). !t has
been found that unemployed people had an external Locus of
control, while employedpeople had an internal locus of cont:col
(Searls, Braucht & Miskimins, 1974; Tiffany, Cowan« Tiffany,
1970) • Howevert this pl'ovides no information concerning
direct-J.on of causality. Wasit due to job loss that the locus
of control suifted, or were they unable to secure employment
due to a preexisting external locus of control? In this way,
locus of control may be seen as an annecedent; as well as a
potential m~')derator. According to Andri(:;ani and AbelelS(1976,
cited in Kaufman, 1982), longitudin:tl studies he,..·''11 shownthat
locus of control is both an antecedent and a consequence of
work experLence ,
9
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However, there have been findings to the cont.rary, for example,
Penta (1980) found no support for lccu~ of control between
employed and unemployed people. Fr(')st and Clayson (1991)
measured, amongst other factors, locus of control in a sample
of 562 employedand unemployedblue·-collar workers. Although
the unemployedappeared to he.more external than the employed
sample, this differencl2 was not; statistically significant.
Kaufman(1982) comparedemployedand unemployedprofessionals,
and found similar insignificant results.
Financial status and economic dependence can be seen as Doth
rn antecedent and a mediating consequence of job loss. Most
research has co:nsidered financial stress and strain as a
consequence and wlll be discussed at a later stage. Rasearch
conducted on a group ~f professionals found that thos~ whowere
financially sp.cure a., the time of job loss were better able to
handle the stress of unemployment (Lit,tV·", 1973, cited in
Kaufman, 1982). Estes (1973, cited in Kaufman, 1982) found
that professionals earning the highest incomes had the lowest
stress levels, with the lowest pro!.essional earners showingthe
highest levels of stress. However, unemployedprofessionals
still had significantly .higher stress levels than employed
professionals, indicating that, although adequate financial
resources mayrelieve the stress of unemployment, it certainly
does not eliminate it (Kaufman, 1982). Financial status
appears to be a predictor of responses to job loss (Leana &
F~ldman, 1990) with financially secure professionals showing
the least stress symptoms. III addition, the need for economic
security and therefore tt,e need to work, may also affect the
stress of job loss. Kaufman(1982) found a correlation between
those who had to be employed in order to f '~el economically
secure, and stress levels, with thoSle who had securi.ty needs
showing stress levels three times as high as thoE;e who had
weaker security n.seds , With regard to finanoial strain, Est:es
and Wilensky (3.973) found it to be highest amongmen with
dependent children, which incr~ased as the length of
10
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unemployment increased (Warr « Jackson, 1984). Research has
shown financial concerns to be a significant source of stress
(Mallinckrodt & Bennett, 1992), to be significantly correlated
with dettression (Liem & Liem, 1988), and is a significant
predictor of reactions to job loss (Leana & Feld~an, 1990).
The issue of attachment to one's job has been given little
attention. Feather and Bond (1983) found employment commitment
to be an important moderator, Liem and Liem (1988) researched
eighty-two blue- and white-collar workers who were
involuntarily displaced. commitment to previous job was
measured qualitatively by virtue of personal interviews. They
found that such attachment was related to the stress of
unemployment. Leana and Feldman (1990) found in a sample of
blue- and white-collar workers that previous attachment to the
job (as well as financial distress) were the most significant
predictors of job loss reactions. Kaufman (1982) found that
those with low ago ~"volvement with their jobs showed lower
levels of stress, a. used the occurrence of job loss as an
opportunity to start a new career. In a study of
professionals, Little (1973, cited in Kaufman, 1982) found that
almost half the sample did not experience job loss negatively,
wi th the most; common reason for this bej,ng that it provided
them with t.neoppoz-t unity to change jobs o:rcareers.
However, it is not "nl.l job loss that generally results in
distress, but also the fear of job loss and feelings of
insecur:ity which accompany it. Kasl, Gore and Cobb (1975)
conducted lClngitudinal research of men who were made redundant.
They were analysed at various stages of the job loss
experience, including the anticipation phase. They found that
the threat ,':)fimpending job loss is at least as stressful as
the job Lons event itself. Job insecurity threatens job
satisfaction and interpersonal functioning (Dreiss, 1983;
.1enkins, MacDonald, Murray & Strathdee, 1982). Job insecurity
seemingly applies to employed as well as unemployed people
11
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(Catal~no & Dooley, 1983; Iversen & Sabroe, 1988). However,
Hershey (lS72) conducted research during the anticipatory
period, and compared those who knew they were going to lose
their jobs to those whoknew they would not lose their jobs.
He found no significant differences between the t.wo groups
regarding changes in absenteeism, lateness or product.Lon, using
previous records as a rlormative measure indication.
Estes (1973, cited an Kaufman, 1982) found a rel.ationship
between marital status and unemploymentstress in a sample of
professionals. Single unemployed professionals had higher
levels of stress than those whowere married. This has been
attributed to the fact that the spouse provides support and the
opportunity to share the experience (Estes, 1973, cited in
Kauflllan, 1982). According to Kaufman (1982), wives of
professionals are generally supportive of 'their. husbands, and
research has provided evidence tllat the experience of' job loss
can result in an improvement in the mal.·ital relationship
(Briar, 1976, cited in Kaufman, 1.982). However, perhaps low
marital satisfaction prior. to job loss may result in higher
levels of distress as opposed to supportive preexisting marital
relationships. According to Kaufman(1982), professionals in
problematic marriage relationships were likely to show more
stress than tho'3e who bad a good marriage prior to the job
loss. In this wayf the quality of the marital relationship may
be seen as both an anter:eder,t as well as a potential moderator;
concerning dependents, Estes and Wilensky (1978) found that
unemployedmale professionals with children of school-going age
showedgreater stress than single professional unemployedmen.
12
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3.2 STRESSOR - JOB LOSS
Research has shown that various issues surrounding the actual
job loss experience will influence employees" reactions.
Rousseau and Anton (1991) investigated beliefs concerning
termination fairness and issues of implied contract obligation.
Previous research showed that time on the job and formal
commitmentsto long-term employmentwere significantly related
to perceptions of termination fairness and employer obligation
beliefs {Rousseau & Anton, 1988). Subsequent research has
taken consideration of performance as a factor (Rousseau &
Anton, 1991)e The sample r.:onstituted 116 managerial and
professional employeest with an average age of twentJ ·..nine.
Regarding perceptions of termination fairness, they fou" 3. that
present levels of performance overrode past performance and
tenure in appra~s~ng termination fairness. However, as
previously found (Rousseau & Anton, 1988)I commitmentto long-
terln employmenton the part of the employer had an influence
on obligation judgements. It may result in employees
per(:!eiving the employer as bound, even whenperformance levels
var~r. Although seniority or tenure impacts on im~lied
contracts, present performance is still the primary
consideration in attributions of termination fai:cness.
However, in order to gauge termination fairness with some
degree of accuracy, it is crucial that there is confid~mce in
performance assessment measures,
Miller and Hoppe (1994) investigated whether the manner in
which employees were dismissed or the reasons given for their
terminations, accounted for variations in psychological
dist:ress during ensuing unemployment. The sample constit~lted
101E; married blue-collar men, aged twenty to forty-five. They
found that menwhohad been fired experienced higher levels of
stress than those who had been made redundant for economic
reasons. This has implications for perceived termination
13
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fairness - most of the men that were fired admitted that their
own behaviour was central, but felt that it did not in itself
justify termination. Roussea.u and Anton (1988) found that when
reasons for terminations were purely business decisions (for
example, economic and technological issues), the termination
was more likely to be perceived as fair.
Nevertheless, involuntary job loss generally rF:presents a
violatlon of the employment contract, and therefore a violation
of employee trust (t.eana & Feldman, 1990). It is possible to
assume that inVOluntary job loss could result in lowered levels
of organisational commitment, corporate loyalty and job
involvement in the future. Furthermore, Leana and Feldman
(1990) state that these issues could affect the displaced
person's family and colleagues as well. ~here is a need for
further r~search in this area.
3.3 THE STRESS OF JOB LOSS
The stress of job Leas refers to the subjective interpl'etatic1n
of the stressor (Barling, 1990), namely, the job loss event.
This is done by virtue of certain cognitive processes which
result in perceptions of reality. A number of theories and
approaches have explained these cognitive processes, such as,
the social cognitive approach, social environmental approach,
agency restriction approach, justice theory and grief theory.
3.3.1 SOCIAL COGNITIVE APPROACH
In terms of this approach, the psychological impact of
unemployment is explained via traditional social psychological
concepts. Theorists have mainly drawn on attribution theory,
learned helpl~ssness theory and expectancy-valence theory.
Attribution theory refers to a set of theoretical principles
which account for how people draw causal inferences with rega:t'd
14
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to behaviour (Tajfel & Fraser, 1987). It is concerned with
social perception, and looks at the process by which an
individual ascribes (1 characteristic to oneself or to ,:"~ther
individual (Reber, 1985).
Heider (1944, 1958) originated attribution theory, assuming
that people have a need to perceive the social environment as
predictable, and therefore controllable. Heider (1958) was
concerned with the manner in which observable behaviour is
linked to unobservable causes. He postulated that in order for
the individual to predict events, he looks for necessary and
sufficient conditions for an event to happen (Tajfel & Fraser,
1987). Thought activity results in a distinction between
internal and external causes. Internal~·auaes refer to factors
within the individual, for example, effort, ability and
intention, with external factors residing outside the
individual, for example, task difficulty and luck (Hewstone,
1983) • He distinguishes between personal and impersonal
causality, Which both depend on the perception of
intentionality. IITrue" personal causality refers to actions
that are intentional or purposive, whereas unin.:ended behaviour
represents impersonal causality. -rhus, intention is the
discriminating variable. Whether 0:::- not a person will be seen
as responsible for an act.Lon also depends on the extent to
which the action can or cannot be attributed to impersonal or
environmental factors (Tajfel & Fraser, 1978). ThUS,
intentionality is crucial to personal causality.
Jones and Davis (1965) extended Heider's (1958) basic notions,
and attempted to explain the process by which individuals make
inferences concerning a'person's intentions, and therefore,
their dispositiona as causes. The individual must decide which
effects of a given action were intended by the actor.
According to Jones and Davis (1965), there are two fundamental
criteria in judging intentionality, namely, knowledge, and
ability of the actor. In order to assess intentionality, the
15
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actor must know the consequences of his actions I and be
[~rceived as capable of producing the observed effects
(Hewstone, 1983). Whenthis happens, the perceiver .is said to
have madea correspondent inference (Tajfel & Fraser, 1978).
Their aim is lito construct a theory which systematically
accounts for a perceiver's inferences about what an actor was
trying to achieve by a particular aceLon" (Jones & Davis, 1965,
p.222).
Two additional factors influence the drawing of correspondent
inferences, namely, "hedonic relevance,e and tiper~onalism"
(Hewstone, 1983). "Hedonicrelevance" relates to whether -the
perceiver regards the effects of the actor's choice as positive
or negati ve. "Personalism" relates to the intention of the
actor to cause harm or ber,.afit to the perceiver specifically
(Hewstone, 1983). Thus, Jones and Davis (1965) have atte:mpted
to show how perceived behaviour is ;';ranslated into
dispositions.
Kelley (1971) proposed a theory of covariation and
configuration. Hepostulates that a perceiver's interpretatil)n
and judgement of an actor will change as a function of the
following: 1) stimuli (the person being observed); 2)
perceivers (the person perceiving the other); 3) Time (when
the observation took place); and 4) Modality (how the
perceiver observed the actor). Accordingto Kelley (1971), if
certain criteria are violated, the perceiver will attribute the
behaviour of the actor to an internal characteristic of the
person. These are: 1) Distinctiveness if ana's
interpretation of an actor is due to a charact.!ristic of a
stimulus, then one' 5 interpretation will change if the stimulus
is changed; 2) Consensus- if the person's interpretation of
the actor is due to a characteristic of the actor, than other
people should also have the same interpretation; 3)
consistency over time - if the perceiver's interpretation of
the actor refers to the "true" nature of the actor, then
16
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int.erpretaticms should remain stL:~"leover time, as dispositions
ar.e assumed to have stability; and 4) consistency o~er
modality - the perceiver's interpretation of the actor should
not be dependent on the means by which the actor was observed
(Tajfel & Fras~r, 1987).
Acc.;.ordillgto learned helplessness theory, if an individual
perceives his response as not moving towards goal attainment,
this will result in a feeling or stat~ of learned helplessness
(Seligman, 1975)• In terms of this theory, events are
experienced as being uncontrollable, and Lndepenuent; of actions
that the individual may undertake. There is, therefore, a lack
of perceived contingency between personal actions and outcomes
due to those actions (Hewstone, 19S3). Ascribing to a belief
in helplessness results in maladapti ve behaviour, such as
depression (Feather, 1982), learning and performance deficits,
and low expectancy of success (Weiner, 1986). Failure will
typically be attr'ibuted to external factors, such as bad luck
or a depressed E';conomy. This is essentially maladaptive, as
these forces are uncontrollable. Should failure be ascribed
to factors that are manipu1ab)e~ such as Lack of effort or
•knowledge, the sit.:.at.ionis rendered controllable, resulting
in a hopeful outlook for the future (Weiner, 1986). Therefore,
a belief in learned helplessness may further serve to hinder
attempts at securing reemployment, as factors are rendered out
of the control of the unemployed person.
Prussia, Kinicki and Bracker (1993) have drawn on attribution
theory in order to examine subsequent reemployment following
job loss. Weiner's (1985) attribution model was used as a
theoretical foundation in order to investigate mediating
processes with regard to involuntary job loss and ~ubsequent
employment status (Prussia, Kinicki & Bracker, 1993). Their
findings supported the model, in that internal and stable
attributions for job loss had a negative influence on finding
subsequent employment through expectations for reemployment.
17
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Results showed that cognitive attributh)hS play an important
part in displaced workers' self-perceptions and expectations
for reemployment. According to Kinicki (198(');)I these are
critical components of motivation to find a future job. For
this reason, Forsterling (1985) has stated that attributional
training 'lll('\ybe an important audition to interventiol'l
pr('lgrammes~
Expectancy-valance theory refers to expectancies and values
associated with outcomes of behaviour. "The strength of a
tendency to act in a cez+x.Ln waydepends on the strength of an
expectancy that the act will be followed by a given consequence
(or outcome) and on the value or attractiveness of that
consequence (or outcome) to the actor It (Lawler, 1973, p.45).
A person's actions are explained in terms of whether he
pe:r.ceivas outcomes to be attracti ve or aversive. However,
actions dre mediated by beliefs of what is actually possible
when taking into account personal capabilities and
environment.al factors (Feather, 1992). Thus, r'.otivation for
behaviour will be influenced by possible available outcomes as
well as the likelihood 'of obtaining the~e outcomes (Weiner,
I
1986).
Feather (1990) has been particularly concerned with expectancy-
v&lence theory as an expldnation of the effects of
unemployment. Feather and Davenport (1981) conducted research
on a sample of 212 unemployedyouths in South Australia. They
hypothesised, on the basis of expectancy-valence theory, that
th(.)se subj ects wh- ,,:aramort motivated to seek employmentwould
be more adversely affected ·,,1 failure to secure employmentas
compared to subj ects whowere less motivated. They found that
those Whowere higher in motivation had higher ratings of
depression, and that they were less likely to attribute this
to internal characteristics, but rather, attributed blame to
external factors, such as the economic clim.ate (Feather &
Davenport, 1981). These results are consistent with
18
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expeceancy-ve Lence theory, which holds that motiv~tion to seek
employment relates to the expectation of success and the
perceivec\ attr.·'iveness (valence) of employment. "An
expeccancy-va tence analysis.predicts that repeated failure to
c~eta job will determine reduced expectations of success and
(iecreases in the tendency to seek reemployment, assuming that
the caUSE~S of failure are seen to be relatively stable and
unchanging" (Feather & Oavenportr 1981, p.4:l0).
Feather and O'Brien (1986) examined job-seeking behaviour in
two groups of young unemployed people. They found that there
was a significant positive correlation between frequency of
job-seeking behaviour and job valence. These findings are
consistent with the assumption that values influence valences
and that repeated unsuccessful attempts would reduce
expectations of success.
Feather (1992) applied expectancy-valence theory to two issues
regarding unemployment, namely, the effect of unemployment on
psychological well-being, and on job-seeking behaviour. He
found tha't ex:?ectancy-valencetheory,was more i'ipplioab1eto
job-seeking behaviour than to psychological well-being I and he
maintaIns that an analysis of the psychological effects of
unemployment requires theoretical input from other areas of
ps~cho1ogy (Feather, 1992).
Prussia, l<inlckiand Bracker (1993) investigated the mediating
prOCA8ses between involuntary job loss and employment status,
using Weiner's (1985) attribution model of achievement
ro,..ivation. Con::;istentwith this model, they found that
securing employment through expectiat.Lons\"las negatj,ve.ly
infltlencedby internal and stable attributions for job loss.
Expectancy-valence theory has relevance for job-seeking
behaviour. In terms of this theory, it would be e~pected that
:i.ndiv duals who believed they could not pt:.;.:formwell in an
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interview, would eventually stop searching (McLaughlin, 1992)"
However, as this is an example of internal causal attribution,
perhaps being taught interviewin~r ski lIs ,,-"ould circumvertt this.
It is also to be expected that individuals ; ::0 believe they
will not secure reemployment due to the economic climate will
also cease job searching (McLau~Jhlin, 1992). This is due to
an external causal attribution, and could possibly rasult in
a feeling or state of learned helplessness, bringing with i
maladaptive responses, such as depression.
3 • 3 • 2 SOCIAL ENvIRONMENTAL A,PPROACH
Jahoda (1979)
is seen as
consequences.
widely quoted.
is representative of this approach, whereby work
a social institutioni resulting in certain
Her work has been extremely influential and
.udhoda (1979) firzt researched unemployment in
the 1930's when she investigated a small industrial community
in Marienthal, Austria. since then she has developed a theory
of unemp Ioyment; based on the not.Lon of deprivation (Jahoda,
1982) • Jahoda (1982) draws a distinction between work and
employment, If.nddefines employment as "work under contractual
I
arrangements involving material rewards" {po8). Jahoda (1979)
looked at the psychological meaning of work, and has
differentiated between the latent and manifest functions that
work provides for the individual. Manifest functions refer to
issues such as fLnaneLaI reward and working conddtions f whereas
latent functions relate to the psychological reward!; of paid
work. The latent functions of work are as follows:
* Work as an activity - According to Hayes and Nutman (1981)
people prefer to be active and work enables them to he so.
* Time structure - Work defines time lEorth~ individual, both
short- and long-term, and distinguishes hetween weekends,
holidays and working days. Jahoda, Lazarsfeld and Zeh;el
(1972) found that the unemployed lost their sense of time.
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* \)urposefulness - Work prc-vides the individual with a sense
of purpose, enabling him to behave meaningfully and to master
tasks in the environment. This results in a feeling of uall-
being as the worker feels a sense of being needed.
* status - Work contributes to one's sense of identity, and
occupation is often an indicator of one's status (Jahoda,
1982).
According to Jahoda (1982), the latent consequences of work
naturally exist due to the structure of occupational life, with
the worker becoming dependent on th,ase consequences. To tne
extent that the latent and manifest consequences have bE~come
a psychological necessity, t,he unenlployed person will
experience negative feelings due to the deprivation of these
consequences (Jahoda, 1982). This will occur unless the
unemployed person has an alternative way vf meeting the lost
requirements.
Warr (1987) developed a similar model cOnl:;istingof nine
environmental fact.orswhich contribute to psychological weIl-
Ibeing, namely, opportunity for control, to use skills, for
social contact, provision of goals and
security and a valued social position.
with the deprivation of such factors.
task demands, variety,
Warr (1987) also deals
Jahoda (1982) and Warr
(1987) have emphasised the notion of deprivation and have both
marginalised poverty in explaining the psychological
consequences of unemployment.
In terms of this approach, it is evident that job loss is not
simply a monetary loss, but also a loss of latent, intrinsic
benefits. This approach is consistent with an open-systems
stress model of job loss, as stress and dissatisfaction will
be experienced due to the deprivation of latent and manifest
consequences of work.
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Both the social cognitive and social environmental approaches
have placed less emphasis on the material deprivatif)n that
occurs with job loss and subsequent unemployment. The agency
restriction avproach arose in response to Jahoda's (19S2) lack
of emphasis on poverty or materi.al deprivati.on.
3.3.3 JUSTICE THEORY
As previously dLscusaed, the experience of job loss is relatE:d
to beliefs on the part of the displaced employ~e :t..;\g~rdiflg
te:r:mination fairness and implied contract obV.gation (Radsseau
& Anton, 1991). Parceptions of fairness depend on the
subjective assessment of the sib\ation. Various theories
provide insight into the dynamicswhich give rise to perceived
outcome fairness, namely, distributive justice, proc~dural
justice and interactional justice theories.
organisational justice has been defined as "the awareness of
the degree of fairnesG associated witl~ the disposition of
resources in social situations" (Charl.esw.)rth, 1991 p. 352) •
Perhaps at the very least one may assume tha'c all empl\)y6.~s
I
want to be treated in a just and equitable manner. This need
gains importance when consideration is 9i van to tha
consequences of unjust treatment. According t() Bies (1987) I
employees are likely to becomeangry and.resentful in the event
of perceive~ injustice, and should they choose to act on these
feelings, could prove costly to the organisation. Re.searchhas
shown that certain att.itudes, incl\:~d.i.ngjob satisfaction,
organisational commitment,loyalty and work group cohesiveness
are affected by justice perceptions (Lind & Tyler, 1988).
There are implications that these mayaffect survivors of job
loss as well, resultlng in potential problems for the
organisation.
Although there are manydifferent approaches to distributive
justice, the commonth:r:ead throughout is the assumption zhat,
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people judge experiences in terms of received outcomes (Lind
& Tyler, 1988). In terms of equity theory I an inc:Hvidual
assesses fairness by initially comparing his inputs to the
outcomes (Adamsr 1963). There may be many inputs which the
individual considers to be important in the exchange
relationship between employer and employee. Research has found
that tenure and seniority are important factors (Rousseau &
Anton, 1988). These reflect past cor.tributions made by the
employee, as well as opportunity costs dUEto the continuance
of working for one organisation for a long period of time
(Azariadis, 1981; Mayers & Thaler, 1979). This was supported
by further :r:esearch which found that tenure was a major factor
in attributions of terminat.ion fairness (Rousseau & Anton,
1988).
Procedural justice focuses on the perceived fairness of the
procedure on the basis of which the outcome was decided
(Ambrose, Harland & Kulik, 1991). Thus, there is a shift in
emphasis from viewing fairness on the basis of the actual
outcome, to viewing fairness on the basis of the decision-.
making process itself. In addition, keeping a promise is an
I
issue of procedural justice. "Reneging upon a promise that
an employee has relied upon can be construed as both unfair and
unjust (for example, termination of an employee afteli:' making
a formal commitment of long-term employment)It (Rousaeau &
Anton 1991, p.288). Past research has supporte.d this, wher·:::y
failure to honour promises resulted in percept.lons of
unra. vnesa in te:rmination decisions (Rousseau & Anton, 1988).
Rousseau and Anton (1~88) found that whencommitments of long-
term employment were vlolated, this resulted in :subjects
perceiving thE! termination decision to be unfair.
Interactional jusi:ic,e constitutes the quality of interpersonal
treatment received during a procedure or process (Bies, 1987).
According to interac·tional justice theory, an individual would
perceive injustice if the quality of interpersonal treatment
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was bad, even though the outcomeand procedure maybe perceived
as fair. In terms of this theory, it may be assumed that the
manner- in which the termination was conducted would have
implications for justice perceptions.
3.3.4 GRIEF THEORY
Although Jahoda's (1982) deprivation theory explains the
psychological loss involved with unemployment, she does not
deal with the intrapsychic processes involved in the
adjustment. Gl:~-.;;.;ftheory has been used in order to explore
this process, and although it originated with regard to
bereavement, it has been extended to other forms of loss, such
as job loss. According t~ Bowlby (1980), the grief process
constitut.es four stages. Following bereavement the initial
stage is shock, disbelief and denial; the second stage
cansti tutes feelings of anxiety, anger and hi tterne$s; the
third stage is characterised by depression and social
"Tithdrawl.lllj the final stage is one of readjustment and
r~~definition of the si·tuation. However, there Ls a lack of
eltlpirical evidence to support this stage mod~!l of grief ••
Pal.'kes (1970) conducted longitudinal studies of b(.!reave:mentand
found no conformity to a stage-like progression. Instead, he
found gri.ef to be characterised h:/ episodic component.s,
Archer and Rhodes (1993) investigateci the applicability of the
term grief to the various consequences of job loss. The sample
consisted of sixty menwho had lost their jobs, aged twenty-
five t.o sixi;~y-three years.
schedule developed in a
They were intfarviewed using a
previous pilot study, and the
researchers also made use of scales me.asuring depression,
anxiety and amount of attachment to previous job. Their
findings showedthat only twenty-seven per cent. of the sample
showed a grief-like reaction. HowevE~r,there were many
variables \'lhich were not cont.rcl.Led, namely, amountQf warning
before job lc ...;:;, reasons for terminatio:r1l, previous emotional
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history, family cil-,;:umstancesand amount of available social
support. In addition, time since job loss within the sample
varied from one month to eight years. It seems that future
re~ea~ch needs to be done in this area.
An interesting finding, however, is tp~t people do not
necessarily recover from the loss of something significant
(Archer & Rhodes, 1993). This parallels earlier qualitative
studies which found residual effects of job loss even after
subsequent reemployment_ Kaufman (1982) found that low self-
esteem persisted after reemployment, and maintains that these
effects may be pezmanerrt, However, Shamb" (1985,. cited in
Kessler, Turner & HOllse, 1989) found that emotional recovery
wa~ dependent on the nature of subsequent employment, and that
emotional recovery required that the new job be seen as at
least as good as the Job lost. Warr (1987) found the nature
of subsequent employment import:ant in alleviating emotional
distress.
It is apparent that no single th20ry can address the experience
of job loss. rnsnead what is needed is an eclectic approach
I
whereby various theories are included within an open-systenls
perspective. This is largely due to the complexity
surrounding job loss, with antecedents and mediating
circumstances all contributin,'1to the reactions towards job
loss and subsequent coping and adaption.
3.. MEDIATING VARIABLES
Although research has shown that job loss and subsequent
unemployment results in negative psychological consequences,
the impact will be mediated by a host of variables, such as age
(Warr & Jackson, 1984), availabili1.:y and quality of social
support (C~plan, Vinokur, Price, & Van Ryn, 1989), expectation
of finding a job (Kinicki, 1989), length of unemp Ioynent;
(Hepworth, 1980; Row:Ley & Feather, 1987; Warr & Jackson,
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1984), financial stress (Leana & Feldman I 1990), and activity
level (Feather, 1989), amongst others~ Thus, although there
are similarities, the experience of job loss will be differen.t
for different people, with some not experiencing any negative
effects whatsoever.
3.4.1 EXPECTATION OF FINDING A JOB
Feather and Davenport (1981) found tha"C. those who had
experienced involuntary. job loss were particularly distressed
when the expectation for obtainjng desirable reemployment was
low. These findings were supported by later research which
found that low expectation of finding reemployment resulted in
psychological distress (Baik I Hosseird & Priesmeyer, 1989).
Kinicki (1989) found that those who had low expectancies for
securing reemployment were those who were older, less educated,
those with low self-esteemg and those who did not anticipate
being displaced. It appears that these people are at high
risk, as they also have the lowest levels of motivation to
engage in job-seeking behaviour (Kinicki, 1989). However,
perhaps the expectation of finding re~mployment is related to,
current economic climate and the operation of cel.·tain
management policies, such as i".ffirmative action. Clearly
certain people will be at higher risk than othe.~rsregardinc;J
securing reemployment. Young (1963) found thc.\tduring a
recession people who had lost their jobs we:re unemployed fc)r
at .(~astsix months.
3.4.2 LENGTH OF UNEMPLOYMENT
A number of studies have considered the impact of length of
unemp Loyment; following job loss on psychological well-beincJ.
Rowley and Feather (1987) studied two groups of unemploye.d men ,
one aged fifteen to twenty-four years, and the other thirty to
forty-nine years. Correlations showed that there were hi.gher
levels of distress with increasing length of unempkoyment; ,
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This was unrelated to age. Liem and Liem (1988) conducted
longitudinal research wherebyinvoluntarily displaced blue- and
white-collar workers were interviewed two, four, seven and
twelve months following job loss. At time one, there were
higher levels of anxiety and depression~ At time two (four
months following job loss) they found a further it.crease in
sympt,oms, which was strongex' for blue-collar as opposed to
white-collar workers. However, these symptomsdid not worsen
for the majority of the sample. According to Mallinckrodt and
Bennett (1992) I per-hapa, ·the largest effects are observed soon
after job loss; and beyond a critical period, length of
unemploymentdoes not significantly add to already h:i.ghstress
levels. Results, however, have not been consistent. Research
has also found there to be no signific3.nt relation between
le',1gth of unemploymentand further psychological distress (Liem
& Liem, 1988; Mallinckrodt & Bennett, 1992).
3.4.3 FINANCIALSTRAIN
Although financial strain has generally been approached as a
stressor I Kessler, Turner and House (1988) investigated the
•mediating effects of financial strain, and found it to have a
highly significant mediating influence, explaining between
forty-one per cent and 100 per cent of the effects of
unemploymenton health outcomes. This was supported by Feather
(1969) who found a correlation between financial stress and
strain, and psychological distreSS. This has implications for
counselling In·terventions, wherebyadvice on financial planning
could be of benefit (Mallinckrodt & Fretz, 1988).
3.4.4 ACTIVITYLEVEL
It is clear that, amongst other things, work provides the
individual with the opportunity for meaningful act.i\'ity. It
then follows that it Inay be difficult for the unempf.oyed to
remain active subsequent to job loss (Bond& Feathe.cr 19::38) and
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results have shown that difficulty in meaningful occupation of
time is related to psychological distress (Feather, 1989).
According to Swinburne (1961), activity fulfils three purposes,
namely, it maintains mental alertness, fends off fears and
doubt, and provides one with an objective sense of achievement.
Feather and Bond (1983) found that higher levels of self-esteem
and low levels of depression were related to purposeful
act ...iTity. This was consistent with previous research findinga
(Hepworth, 1980). Swinburne (1981) found that there were two
types of inactl.vity following job loss - those not knowing what
to do, and those whose depression prevented them from being
active. Brenner and Bartell (1983) found evidence for the
occurrence of two processes concerning activity following job
loss. Firstly, those who had the ability to reorganise their
lives were therefore involved in higher activity rates, which
worked as a buffer to psychological maladaption. Secondly,
poor psychological functioning may serve to lower the ability
of the individual to occupy time. ThUS, cou'iselling
interventions should aim to promote meaningful acti vity as soon
as possible following job loss (Brenner & Bartell, 1983).
3.4.5 SOCIIL SUPPORT
Most research on unemployment and job loss has focused on the
physical and psychological effects, with less emphasis being
I'laced on the role of social support. Resear.ch on social
support has distinguished between informal soc i~l support
networks (such as family, relatives and friends), and formal
social support (that is, secondary interventions).
3.4.5.1 Informal Social Sup~
Rasl and Cobb (1979) were the first to investigate informal
social support. They conducted longitudinal research on a
group of workers who had lost their jobs due to the closure of
a plant. They found that high levels of percei ved sochtl
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support reduced illness and depression, "lnd high levels of
psychological dist":'esswas only evident i. J those who had low
levels of social support. Gore (1978) compared unemployed men
who had high social support, to unemployed :men who lacked
social support. Findings showed that those with low social
support had higher cholesterol levels, increaoed physical
illness symptoms and were higher on negative affect.
Marital status has often been used as some kind of index of
support (Eaton, 1978) •• Research has found that although tbe
presence of a spouse or significant other contributed to higher
levels of self-esteem, it did not alleviate depression or
perceptions of economic strain (Pearlin, Li.eberman, Menaghan
& Mullan, 19B1). Generally, married people have a number of
psychological and social advantages over unmarried people
(Coyne & DeLongis, 1986). Vinokur, caplan and Williams (1987)
found that social support from the unemployed persol 's network,
and primarily the spouse, resulted in a strong beneficial
effect on emotional well-being. Howeve~, this depends on the
quality of the marriage, as research has shown that people who
are unhappily married may be worse off than single people with
Iregard to physical health (Coyne & DeLongis, 1986) and
psychological well-being (Gove, Hughes & Style, 1QS3). It is
to be expected that unhappily married people will be stressed
by their situation, and this could be exacerbated by stress in
other are.as of life, such as job loss. This has been supported
by research (Snhlossberg & Leibowitz, 1980).
Vinokur and Caplan (1987) fou.ndthat affirmation support by the
significant other is an important form of social support which
influenced subsequent job-seeking behaviour. Provision of care
and concern played a mitigating role in averting undesirable
mental health consequences of unsuccessful jon seeking. In a
later study, Mallinckrodt and Bennett (1992) examined six types
of social support, namely, relia}';le alliance, attachment,
guidance, opportunity for nurturance, social integration and
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reassurance. of worth. They found that reassurance of worth HC,S
a significant buffer to the stress of job loss, implying that
displaced individuals react positively to othersj'
acknowledgementof ·their cc•.lpetencies and abilities. other
research has also found support for the modifying effects of
social support (Cohen« Wills, 1985; Kessler, Turner & House,
,,~'a8; Turner, Kessler" House, 1991), and those who do not
have naturally available forms of social support will be at
high ri.lk of mental illness, and thus formal support systems
available within the cOl'lllllunitywill be crucial (Vinokur, caplan
« Williams, 1987).
Although research has generally found that social support
alleviates the stress of job loss and unemployment~,thera are
wide variations in size of this relationship, depending-on the
measures of support:, nature of the samples},and the dependent
variables measured, with a smaller relationship be:lng found as
sample size increases (Payne & Jones, 1987). l,ongitudinal
studies carried out by Payne (1988) found little evidence that
social support alleviates the negative consequences of job
Loas, other research has found that the effects of social
•support will vary, depending on the kind of support and the
outcomes (Gore, 1978; Wethington & Kessler, 1986).
Sarason, Sarason and Shearin (1986) maintain that social
support should be seen as an individual difference variable.
In terms of this approach, individuals make contributions to
their social support networks due to their own personality
variables. Their findings showedthat amountof social support
was positively correlated with extraversion and negatively
correlated with ne~!:'otici.sm. Thus, personality maydefine the.
very existence of social support, as well as the quality
there')f.
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3.4.5.2 formal Sggial Sqpport
A review of the literature on formal support revealed that
research has focused on three types of formal interventions,
namely, self-help groups, support programmes within the
organisation, and intervention programmes ou"i;side of the
organisation. The present research has focused on
outplacement, which is a aource of formal support outsida the
organisation, and therelora discussion l'1illfocus on such
findings.
Caplan, Vinokur, Price and Van Ryn (1989) conducted an
extensive randomised field experiment in order to investigate
the effects of an intervention on the negative consequences of
job loss. They generated a preventive intervention aimed at
a broad cross-section of people who had lost their jobs. The
subjects had been unemployed for a period of less J.;hanfO\lll:'
months. Their aim was to prevent poor mental health and los,s
of motivation to seek reempl,'.)yment,and to promote high-quality
reemployment. The i.ntervention included training in job-
seeking, with emphasis on Inecuj.atiIon agairl:::itsetbacks and
tpositive reinforcement. The subjects were selected from four
state employment compensation offices. The sample constituted
three broad occupational classifications, namp.lyI profe&slonal
and managerial, service and clerical, and blue-collar workers.
It was divided into a control and experimental group on the
basis of whether they chose to undergo the interventi.on or noc ,
They found that the experiro.entalintervention produced higher
rates of reemployment than the control condi t.ion. For the
reemployed, quality reemployment was higher in the experimental
condition than the control group. For the un~mployed,
motivation to engage in job-Geeking and the efficacy thereof,
was higher in the experimental than the control group. There
were also consistent trends ::iuggesting that this type of
intervention may alleviate some of the negativp. health
consequences of job loss among the unemployed.
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Vinokur, Van Ryn. Gramlich and Pt"ice (1991) 'chen conducted a
long-term follow-up of the intcrVel)tion, which provided strong
evidence that for eighty-onE~ per cent of the sample, the
intervention did indeed prevent pOOl.Bental health. In fact,
even the participants that remained unemp l.oyed showed reduced
depressive symptomatologyt higher levels !:If confidence with
regard t.o job-,seeking, and hj lher levels of job-seeking
moti.vation than their control ,;roup councerpar '''9. In addition,
pa.rticip<'nts in the expez-Lmerrt.a l, gr'oup evidenced significantly
higher amouncs of remuneratiorl than did membersof the control
group. The exp imental 91:'OUp had significantly higher levels
cf employment, and had e)~perienced less job changes. This
provides E~trongevidence f(:>rthe lasting beneficial effects of
this secondary intervention.
Eden and l~viram (1993) conducted a field experiment in order
tr) assess the impact of gen,eral self-efficacy training on job-
s€~arch acu i,vi ty and reemployment. Their research is a
replication of the Caplan, Vinokur, Price and Van Ryn (1989)
st\;\dy. Th4:\sample was obt,ained by placing a letter in an
employmentoffi~(~ which consisted of information regal"ding trie
•workshop, and an invitation to participate. Eighty-eight
people registered 0 The researche.t's then randomly assigned
forty-three subjects to the experimental grcup, and forty-five
to the control group. The experimental group p,articipalweti il':t
the two-and-a-half week workshop. The control group was
obtain,ed by inf(.)rmingthe forty-fivE' subjects that the workshop
was full but that the researchers, would try +':0 include them in
future workshops, Subjects in the control group were then
requestt~d to fill out a questionnair,e.
Although this represents a stronge!r zeaearch design than that
of Caplan, Vinok\lr, Price and Van Ryn (:1..989), it raises
important moral and ethical issut~f!' - randomisation into a
control and experimental group is problemati.c as it is not
ei:hical to refuse subjects an int:ervention that they have
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decided to undergo, for the purpose of creating a control
group. Assigning subjects to experimental and control groups
on the basis of their choosing or refusing an.intervention is
also problematic as the researchEer does not knowthe basis upon
which the choice was made, ami it gives rise to problems
associated with self-selection. Thus, experimental research
concerning interventions is fraught'. with nuathodological and
moral problems.
Eden.and Aviram (1993) f:»undthat their intervention raised the
level of general sc!lf-efficacy and increased job-·search
act.iv ity • The i.ntE~rvention Lncroased th(. frequency of
reemployment for those subjects who'Y.'ereinitially IQwon self-
eff Lcacy, su9gesting that interventions may be moderated by
initial self-efficacy levels.
TheS2 f i.ndings providt! strong e\Tidence for the efficacy ()f
interventions euch as C.lutplacemen',':.in addressing the negativ'e
consequences (,)f job loss and promoting high-'luality
reemployment and loss of motivatio.n in the unemploY<Illd.
3 • 5 CONSEQUENCES AND OUTCOMES OF JI,)B 1.,088
It is e"ident that the experience and therefore consequences
and outcomes of job loss will differ from person to person.
Generally, however, job loss results irl negative physiological,
psychological and behavioral consequences. Due to t.he
operation Of the feedback loop, consequences will then become
future inputs, acting as triggers fl:,r future job-seeking
activity. This highlights the danger cif u:nattended negative
outcomes, as they play a crucial rolf.~ in determining the
securing of reemploym.:mt,and the qualit~'{ th.ereof.
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3.5.1 PHYSIOLOGICALEFFECTS
landmark research conducted by Kasl and Cobb (1970)
demonstrated that employees ~:ho had lost their jobs showed
greater phye:.ioloqical symptomatol<>gythan that of a control
group. Brenner (1971) found that unemployment results in a
decrease in physical health. Death rate due to heart disease
increases as the rate (If unemployment increases (Brenner,
1971) • Cobb and Rasl (:L971, 1977 I cited in Kaufman, 1982)
found that blue-collar workers who had lClst their jobs showad
an increase Ln "hypertenl!:'iion, peptic ulcers, arthritis and
sudden death from heart attacks. Additional studie,s of blue-
collar worke.ts found that; employees facing job loss due to a
plant sh'.ltd01l1nshowed increases in blood pressure, serum uric
acid levels, and other physical symptoms (Kas1, cobb & Brooks,
1968; Kas1, Gore & Cobb, 1975). Liem and Rayman (1982) found
that job los~; increases health risks and exacerbates latent
physicaJ problems. Howev,er, Kael (1979, cited in Barrett)
investigated the effect of job loss on physical and
psychological health and found that the effects were negligible
- when unerapIoyed were compared to reemployed subjects, there•
were no differences in mental health, implying that job loss
may not be as damaging to some as to others.
3.S.? PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Ta~en as a whole, past research has shown that job loss has a
harmful effect on mental health and well-being, resulting in
anxiety, stress and distress (Jackson, Staffordt Banks & Warr,
1983; Kasl, Gore & Cobb, 1975; Killicki, 1985; Liem s Liem,
1988; Little, 1973; Taber, Cooke & Walsh, 1990; Turner,
Kessler & House, 1991i Warr, 1.978; Warr, H~S4). Other
effects include depression and lo~rered self-esteem.
Liem and Liem (1988) conducned a panel study of employed and
unempLoyed blue- and white-collar \oJorkers.. and found that thr!
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unemployed showedhigher levels of depressicn, as well as more
negative moodthan did the employed sample. The fact that job
loss and/or unemploymentresults in depression has been well-
documented (i"ea~-her & Davenport, 1981; Kessler, Turner &
House. 1988; Mallinckrodt & Bennett, 1'392; Mal1inckI-odt. &
Fretz, 1988; Turner, Kessler & House, 3.991; Tiggemann &
Winefield, 1984).
Research findi.ngs concerning the effects of job loss on self-
esteem appear to be ill~onsistent. Although muchresearch has
found that job loss l:esults in a decxeaee in self-esteem
(Braginsky I 1975; Cohn, 1918; Dooley Ii Catalano, 1980;
Hepworth, 1980; Warr, 1982; Warr, 1978), 'there are findings
to the ~,:~t.}n't.rary.Cobb and Kasl (1977) conducced longitudinal
research and found no significant changes in self-esteem due
to unemployment. Siml.lar findings have been documented (Frost
& Clayson, 1991; Hartley, 1980). Findings have also sugq~sted
that repeated failure to find work :.results in lowered s(>if-
esteem ('.rurner, Kessler & House, 1991) which.will then serve
as an input for future behaviou:c.
,
A further outcome of job loss is job-a3eking motivation, whj;::h
has been found to differ significantly depending on
pa:t'ticipation in a formal intervention (Caplan, Vinokur, Pri..c.=
& Van Ryn, 1.989). This lends credence to tht~ role of formal
support interventions. .l\s previously discussed, job loss may
certainly result in lowert'!dlevels of trust and organlsational
commitment (Leana ~ Feldman, 1990).
3.5.3 BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS
Sllpport has been found for ~:herelationship betwt~enincreased
alcohol abuse and job loss (Dooley, Catalano & Hough, 1992;
Pearlin & Radabaugh, 1976; Power & Estaugh, 1990; Smart,
1979). In addition, it has been estimated that increased
sui.cide rate is linked to job loss (Brenner I 1984; Hanunf.:!'rmesh
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& SOBS, 1974; Pierce, 1967), as well as with higher suicide
attempt rates (Van Ryn & Vinokur, 1992).
4. ~ONCLUSXQH
It is evident that job loss is a highly complex issue,
characterised by a vast; heterogeneity of responses and
oucccaes , This is largnly due to the array of intervening
factors which function t{) make it the unique experience that
it is. It is furt.her complicated by methodological
difficulties, particularly with regard to the measur't;..llentof
individual predispositions. One cannot, therefore, rule out;
the possibility that evidenced outcomes may have preexisted to
a lesser or more degree.
This has implications for humanservice professionals involved
in secondary intervention, as although strategies implemented
should i>ebased on general findi.ngs generated by past research,
there must be commitment'to an epistemology characterised by
eclecticism and flexibility, so as to cater for the intrinsic
heterl')genE:!ity of needs.
5 • M/rIONALE lOR THE PRESJUr.r RESEMCH
l<~ormalauppor t; interventions, such as Outplacement, have arisen
in response to the plight of displaced members of the
workforcl'~. Extensive longitudinal research has provided strong
evidence that interventions of this klnd do address the
negative consequences of job Lcss , and c\re instrumental in
promoting adaptive behaviour (Eden & Avi.ram, 1993; caplan,
vinokur, Pl,:,ice& Van Ryn, 1989i Vinokur, V'anRyn, Gramlich &
Price, 199:q. HoweverI research has not t~xplored attitudes
towards an already est&blished WOl,:,ldwideintt~rvention, such as
Outplacement:. Rather, researchers have g~merated once-off
interventions for the purpose of their research. Although
their findin';Js contribute enornous value to preventive
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strategies, research also needs to focus on established
interventions which are cu.r.rentlyoperational. The present
resear.chaddresses this need by examining an existing on-going
outplacement intervention. In addition, the Outplaoement
intervention is different in emphasis to that of Caplan, Van
Ryn, Price and Vinokur (1989), in that not only does it include
job-teaching skills, but focuses strongly on support,
introspection and counselling, as well as the provision of job-
seeking facilities and s~rvices.
The need for research into attitudes towards ir:i,;<;>.rvention
strategies gains importance when consideration is given to the
differing needs of displaced individuals. Accepted approar.:hes
need to be regularly appraised and scrutinised, and if
necessary I updated, revised or completely changed. This is
vital to prevent stagnation and unquestioning acceptance of
existing approaches I and will ensure that strategies are
constantly aligned with the needs of partici.pants.
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As the research is exploratory in nature, qualitative research
is the recommendedmethodology for data gathering and analysis
(Van Maanen, Dabbs & Faulkner, 1982). Qualitative research
"con.-;:entrates on qualities of humanbehaviour I that is, on the
qualitative aspects as against the quantitatively measurable
aspects of humanbehaviour" (Mouton, 1988, p.2). This kind
of research seeks to uncover the meaningof acc..af situations,
and aims to exPlore the subjective point of view of the
individual (Schurink, 1993). Qualitative research does not
commencewith hypotheses; rather it is concerned with the
generating of hypotheses from the data obtained (Fielding &
Fielding, 1986).
In addition, certain practical constraints and ethical concerns
dictated a non-experimental approach. The outplacement
intervention was not manipulable given time cons·traints and
prac~ical limitations, and in addition, this study holds that
it is unethical to refuse subjects an intervention in order to
I
create a control group. Furthermore, it is clearly unethical
to pro'ride cne group with a "better" intervention than another.
Thus, randomisation into a control and experimental group was
problematic. Direct control was not possible, the intervention
could not be manipulated, and random assignment into groups
could not be done. Ac~ording to Kerlinger (1986), when the
above-mel1tionedproblems are encountered, research must be non-
experime.ntal.
"Non-experimental research is systematic empirical enquiry
in which the scientist does not have direct control of
indev~ndent variables bE!causetheir manIfestations have
already occurred or because they are inherently flot
manipulable. Inference about relations amongvariables
are made, without direct. intervention, ~fromconcomitant
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variat.ion of independent and dependent variables"
(Ker1inger, 1986, p.348).
2. SUBJECU
The sample consisted of thirty whitp.-co11al· males, with an
average age of forty-nine, and a range of forty to sixty-one
years of age. Eighty-seven per cent were married (26), with
marital status of the remaining four being divoroed (1),..
separated (1), eng('lged(1)I and widowed (1). Thirteen per cent
(4) reported having no dependents (Mean = 2,23; Range = 0 to
5).
Forty-seven per ce.re of the sample (14) earned between R70 OOOk
and R 150 OOOk per annum; Twenty-three per cent (7) fell into
the R 150 OOOk to R 200 OOOk per annum; Twenty-three per cent
(7) earned above R 200 OOOk per annum.
All subjects had experienced involuntary job loss. The length
of time since job loss ranged from three mon~hs to six years.
Subsequent to job loss, the totai sample underwent the
outplacement int.rvention.
3 • MEASURING INSTRUMli.tlfS
Where possible, data was gathered by virtue of an intensive
interview. According to Kerlinger (1986) the interview far
overshadows other methods of data collection. Intensive
interviews are characterised by an open-ended approach which
aims ~to expLoxe the person I s perspectives, thoughts and
feelings (Patton, 1980) • The inherent strength of the
interview is that it minimises the risk of misunderstanding
(Williamson, 1991), and allows the researcher to probe certain
issues by using alternate questions as is judged fit for
particular respondents and questions (Kerlinger, 1986) •
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However lit is crucial that the researcher creates rapport and
a milieu of safety and trust. This can be accomplished by
sound interpersonal skills as well as by assuring respondents
of confidentiality. With regard to reliability and validity,
the interview technique itself is a source of potential
subjectivity and bias, whereby the interviewer may reinforce
certain "desirable" responses in a subtle mannor either by
speech or by non-verbal behaviour (Fedder, 1986). In this way,
the participation of the researcher may influence the
•participants I behaviour, resultinq In reactiva effects. There
is also the problem of fabrications, deceptions, exaggerations
and distortions.
The interview schedule (See Appendix 1) was constructed in
order to generate factual and demographic information, census
type information and problem information. It therefore
includes factual inf'r-mationas well as opinions, attitudes and
perceptions. Although the questions were standardised,
alternative questions ('ndprobing were used where appropriate.
The items were a mixture of both fixed-alternative (closed) and
open-ended items. The issues covered linthe interview schedule
were derived from a thorough review of the literature
concerning job loss and social.support interventions.
Although participants were informed of the super~ority of the
interview technique, some chose to complete the abovementioned
interview schedule and subsequently returned it by post (See
Appendix 1). Where contact details were supplied, an interview
was conductied, Thus, where possible, greater clarification of
attitudes and experiences was obtained.
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A h I:ge numberof organisations were approached in order t.o
ascercadn the Outplacement specialists. Anextensive national
enquh~y showed a total of three consultancies which were
invvl ve.d in outplacel'ltent on an on-going basi,s. Access was
gained tv one of the three. Their policy was one of
confidentiality, whereby the identity of people who had
participated in the intervention was protected. For this.
reason the consultancy acted as an intermediary, whereby a
letter devised by the researcher "as posted to 145 people (See
Appendix 2) whohad undergone 'the Outplacement intervention.
Dueto the policy of confidentiality, the subjects were invited
to initiate contact with the researcher, and because of the
sensitive nr llre of the research, were given the option of
either an interview or completing the attached questionnaire
anonymouslyand returning it by post. Eighteen respondents
madecontact and we,rethen interviewed, and twelve respondents
chos.ato complete the questionnaire on their own. In additi onIf
a follow-up reminder letter was sent to the same 145 people,
which generated further response.
Where interviews were conducted, they lasted between thirty
minutes and two hours. Respondents were assured of absolute
confidentiality and anonymity regarding their specific
responses.
" ~'AANALYSIS
The appropriate method of analysis gleaned by quali tati ve
research techniques is content analysis. content analysis has
been defined as "a method of studying and analysing
communicationsin a systematic, objective, and quantitative
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Il\clnnerto measure variables" (Kerlinqer, 1986, p.477). It
involves identifying th~mes and pattern~ in the data (Patton,
1980).
Categorisation is the most important aspect of the analysis
(Kerlingcr, 1986), whereby important segments of infolmation
are identified and olassified according to a correspon'ling
category. Rules of categorisation must be adhered to, whereby
the categories must be exhaustive and mutually exclusive
a(Holsti, 1969).· Although frequency of the occurrence of an
idea or theme may be assessed, it is by no means sufficient
(Holsti,1969). content analysis must also be concerned with
the appearance or ncn-eppearance of issues in communication (De
Sola Poole, 1959). with regard to issues of reliability and
validity, content ~)1alysis has been criticised for being
subjective and descriptive (Bryman, 1988). According to Kahn
and Cannell (1957), the resea~cher may ~implify, amplify or
modify responses in order zo slot zesponsea into identified
categories. In order to compensate for bias on the part of the
researcher, a second person was used in the prooess of content
anal-.:,;:J!s.Wlth regard to the conterltanalysis procedure, the
research problem was defined in terms of categories, which
adhered to the rules of categorisation, including
exhaustiveneas and mutual exclusivity• The units of analysis
chosen were the word and the theme. According to BereJ.son (in
Lindzey, 1959), more than one unit of analysis may be utilised.
con~~rning the system of enumeration, the researcher focused
on the frequency of appearance and nOll-appearancf'.!of content
issues.
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CHAP'rER 3: J.1'1NDINGS
The following results represent findings generated by content
analysis. Datta consists of means, range and freque;ncies.
Responses have been broken down into f iva areas I namelyI
previous employment, job loss expe:tience, effe\':ts on family,
re.employnlent, and SUppOl:tand Outplacement.
It must be noted that indivi.ducv.J.Agenerally contributed
mu1tip1e respon,ses to most items. F01~ this reason, the
cumuj.at.Ive 'total of item scores will not m~cessarily equal the
~~amplesize..
PreS;E;ntemplc'ymen·tstatus is as follows:
N = 30 lO'NBMPI.OYEI,-----1----""--
TOTAL 4
........,_ ========
) REEMPLOYED SELP-EMl'LOYBD-
21 5- -
70 .17.PER CBNT 13
L_...J\?RE'VIOQ.~ENT
Tenur'e with previ,ous employer ranged from two years to thirty-
eight ¥I:!arsand four months" with an average tenure of' fifteen-
and-a-half years (N = 30).
cons i.dez-at.Lonwas given to the period of tim~~the displaced
person reported to their last superior before job loss. The
rationale behind this item was to expJ.or.;;whether there was a
relationship between job loss and new management. Only
subj ects who wert~ employed by their previous companyfor a
minhnuluof fiv·e years, and rl~ported to a new person for a
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maximumof. twelve months have been considered (See table 2.1).
INT. HUMBER '1'BmJRI 1(D St1P£RIUR
N = 9 (YEARS) (MONTHS)- - - -
1 11 10-- .
i 8 6
8 18 12_._ "--.. -..~--
11 27 S, -
1" . 17 6
18 27 12--,,~-
20 !) 5
21 17 10
30 10 4
MDlI 15.5 8.1
TABLE2.1: Tenure and r~~ortlng to new §uperior.
Thirty per cent (9) of the sample with tenure greater than five
years stated that they reported to a newsuperior fo!: a maximum•
of one year prior to job loss.
In addition I the present research aimed to explore whether
there was a relationi::Ohip between previous companymerger,
buyout Ct' acquisition, and resu:tant job loss. Forty !Jercent
of the sample reported that their previous organisation went
through this type of change (See table 2.2).
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......._._---,_ ...,---,---- .._------------_._---
=
THER DO NOT ,.t,..
SPBCII'Y--
4 3 18
TABLE2.2: Did your com~9JJ.Y. cgIL.thl:Ou..qb a merger, Si,cqu.isition
or buyoyt?
Three subjects did not .spe,:::ify as +o whether the companywent
through a merger, buyout, or acquisition, but answered only
"yes". other events refer to companyor departmental shutdown
(3) and technological change (1).
The :relationship between tenure and length of tilde ;t'eporting
to last manager, and whethel: the company underwent a merger,
buyout or acquisition was examined. There was a relat,:ionship
for one subject (Int. 11) (See table 2.1).
Although all subjects expe.riencad involuntary job loss, the
reasons given f..,to termination:; varied:
I
........
1== =="
==o:'~:=
REASONS FOR JOB LoeS PRBQUENCIES- ..-
Retrenchment I Rt.dundancy 18- - ----
Restructuring 6-
Co. I D~pt. Closed Down 4-_-- ,-- ;01~"_
Early Retirement 2
= ..- , ::: m tit .. --:Q
TABLE2.3: Reasons given for tetminstion.
However, th(~ reasons for terminaticm are more complex than they
appear to be in the above table. lJ.'Wosubje(.~ts felt that thf.\Y
were sidelined, whereupon mutual a9~:(~ement regardiri'~
termination of services was reached. One subject felt that he\
was retJ:'enched due to a',personality clash. Fout" ~subj( ;ts felt
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that they were actually fired due to coapany politics,
perceived incompetence, and due to nOl1-acceptanneof suspect
accounting practices. One subject felt that his termination
was due to nepotism. Oneperson w~s not given any r·eason at
all"
.L_.%I.JB EXrBRIINCI 01JOI LOSS
The majority of the sample (70 per cent) report-ed that their
job loss was completely unexpected (21). Five people (17 per
cent) expected to lose t~eir jobs, while four people (13 per
cent) said that they "SOl:'t, of" expact.ed it.
Of those whoreported having expected job loss, length of ti.me
ranged trom knowing for six months to two years. The person
who expect-ed it for two years found it very disturbing and
distressing, as he felt that he was "livin,q on borrowed timEl"
(:ent. 19). Thc.\sewho "soLt of''' expected job loss did so due
tOo sign!:"and signals withil1 the company, such as the a~riva.t
of a new superior whowanted to restructure, or due to sudden
chanqes in attitude towards the individual.
with :regard to reactions towards job loss, thirteen per cent
(4, N~ 30) reported reacting posit1vely, handling it well, and
being ufinell• Three sub:iects reported feelings of relief - ot
those, one had expected it, one had "sort of" expectied it, and
nne had not expected it at all, but was relieved due to the
i.nherent insecurity of his work environment.
Subjects reported a wide range of feelings in reaction to job
loss (St'.F.ltable 3.1). Most responses related to feelings of
at :Jcr and shock, as well as finding it a traumatic and
upset;ting experience. "StU.l today, it's knocked a lot out of
me" (Int. 20). "It. leaves psychological scars - one tends to
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compromise and be obedient" (Int. 2'}). "I felt "what have I
done wronq?II" (Int. 6).
;::==== . - - ,-
REACTIONS TO JOB LOSS I'REQUENCIUS
!--o_ . --
Anget' 14 --
T:«:aumaticI Upsetting 13'---
Shock 8
Disbelief I 4- --
positive " Fine 6-- --
Relief 3 --
Bitterness 3
1----
Sickened 2
Unfai:t'ness 2
TABLE'3.1: Reactions 'f::.Q_Job~Qss.
concernf.nq physical cOlllplaints, sixty-slaven per cent of the
samplEi (20) reported experiencing physical co:mpla~nts as a
result of job loss (See table 3.2).
I
H(')spitalised11-------
l?HYSICAL COMPIJ\IIrl li'REQUBNCY.-,-----I-.------.....::~-------_G
8InsomniaIr------,-------------------,----------r-------------------------·--------~
2-----,--------------1
Exhaustion 2--- -,--+-----------------11
Colon Problems 2---------------+----------------,---------------------'~-Loss of App,etite 1------.-------~------------.----~---------------------------------,-------~
It---- Wei~lht Loss 1
Ulcer 11t--------------------------------·---~-----------------~--------------_41
Donot _2_e=-~:dfy ...,_t___-,---_:3 ---------1
No physical problems 11')~=-======-==-" ---
TABLB 3~2: Rhysi~~omplaints following job l~.
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-----------------.---------------------------------------------With regard to the positive and negative consequences of job
loss, eighty-three per cent of the sample (25) raported both
positive and negative ccnsequencea, Ten per cent P) felt that
thera were only negative consequences, and seven per cent. (2)
reported only positive consequences.
Negative consequences of job loss were reported by ninety-three
per cent (28) of the sample. These Lneluded practical,
psychological and attitudjnal consequences (Ses table 3.3)•.Loss of self-es'teemand self-confidence was the most frequently
reported negative consequence (43 per cent). Loss of income
as a negative consequence was reported by twenty per cent of
toe sample, and twenty per cent said that job loss resulted in
feelings of insecurity.
be divided according to
oonsequences of work,
psychological outcomes:
other reported negative effects can
Jahoda's (1982) latent and manifest
as well as into practlcal and
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LATB~"T Loss of intellectual stimulation 1
Loss of work as an activity 1
Feeling unwanted and useless 2
Severing of a life-long relationship 2-MANIFEST Loss of financial security I benefits 2
PRACTICAL Low probability of finding a job 3
Blemished =areer pa"t~h 1
Dislocation of career 1
Damage to retirement plans 1
Unprepared for job loss 2
Change of career path 1
Having to start again 1-
PSYCHOLOGICAL Depression and withdrawal 3
Negative effects on family 3
Higher stress level 2
Deterioration of the marriage 2
Feelings of guilt 1
Negative change in attitude 2
Three subjects (10 per cent) reported no positive consequences
of job loss. Positive responses of the remainder of the sample
can b~ categorised i,nto personal, interpersonal and wOI;k-
related consequences (See table 3.4).
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PBRSONAL Personal Growth 10
Getting in touch with life & l:eality 4
More freedom 4
Found out who real friends are 2
wrote a book 1
INTBRPBRSONAL Improved marital relationship 2
More focus on the home 2
Esca~e from a bad situation 5
WORK-RBLATED R~~cived good financial package 4
Became self-employed 5
Better reemployment 3
opportunity for a new challenge 4
Have imprnved qualifications 2
TABLE 3.4: positive consequences Qf jQb lQSs.
The four subjects who are currently unemployed felt that the.ir
chances of se.curing r~employment were not good. Reasons for
this slight chance incl\lded: "I'm fi~ty, white 8"1dmale" (Int.
18) and "Well, I haven't found a job in six yee\rsn (Int. 2).
The relationship between age and length of unemployment was
examined (See "c.able3•5)• The average age of unemployed
subjects was fift:.y-one,with an average of two-and-4-half years
of Leing unemployed.
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INT. AGB J~BNGTlt OJ'
HUMBER UNDPLOr«BNT
1 50 3 months
2 61 3 years
17 45 1 year , 6 months
18 48 6 years "- - ~ ."~'h'1~':
MEAN 51 2 year., ~ Jlontl,~ i\
"""'" ::: ';::;~';Z.';.~O<~~.:",:,;:;i
TABLB 3.5: ~~nship b~~~ and length Qf
unemploym~n:t.
Of the five subjects who became s.'f-employed (see table 1.1),
one is now retired, and the other is seml-retired.
Financial pressure at the t1. of job loss was reported by
thirty per cent (9) of the sample. Those who provided reasons
as to t,he lack of financial pressure said that they received
a good financial package on terll'ination•
.L IllllC~S ONFgILY
Fifty-seven per cent of t~e s ~ (17) were sole breadwinners
at the'time of job loss, with the remaining forty-three per
cent being dual earners. occupations of the spouse or
significant other at the time of job loss included teachers,
lecturers I receptionists.,secretary, assistants, shop manager,
accountant, theatre nurse al"dexport controJ.ler.
Feelings associated with informing the spouse or significant
other and/or family were typically of a negative nature.
TWenty-seven per cent (8) of i:he sample stated that it was a
difficult task. Seventeen per cent (5) found it to be easy,
and twenty-three per cent (7) s,aidthat their family t.rasaware
of an impending situation all al,ong. Ft1elingsexperienced when
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informing the family were unhappiness (6) I depressicw (2) I
apprehension (4), embarrassment (1) and fe~lings of failure
(4) •
Gerierally tsubjects reported that the spol.lse or significant
other was very supportive (19). Other reactions include anger
at the prta'lfious employer (6), worry (5), u.nderstanding (3),
shock (4) I ,andreI iet (3). Oneperson reported that his wife
had difficulty in accepting the situation, and another said
that his spouse. did not show a reaction at all.
TwentY-Elevensubjects have children, and of those, twelve
reported tha,t job loss had a negative impact on them.
Reactiom~ included financial worry (3), feelings of insecurity
(4), and feelings of ll~ss of pJ:estige (1). One child has
becomedetermined to excel at eV(I;rythinghe does, and made the
comment";it will never happen to mewhat happened to dad" (!nt.
3). Another child holds a grudge towards her father's previous
employer, even though he experienced job loss four years ago
and has subsequently secured better reemployment (Int. 4).
other comments include: "My son says he won't work for a
company. He will be seIf,-employed" (rne . 5). "The children
have become insecure due to having to move,house and school It
(Int. 14). "Myjob loss did have an effec.~t on the children
because when I found another job they cried" (Int. 21).
]{\s previously merrt.Loned, twenty-one subjects (70 per cent)
became reE~rnpIoyed,and five (17 pel: cent) becameself-employed
(See table 1.1). On average, it took 5,9 months to secure
reemploym.en1:tand ranged from immediately to eighteen months.
W'h«:.asked to compare current employment to employment lost,
sixty-niltle per cent {lB) rated it as better I twentY-::3evenper
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cent (7) as worse, and four per cent (1) said it was much the
same.
The reasons as to why subsequent employmen~ was rated as better
are as follows:
REASONS FOR BETTBR REEMPLOYMENT ftlQUBHCIBB
Higher salary 7
Better work environment 5
Less stressful 3
Being one's own boss 3-
Greater challenge 2
More au~onOillY 1.........
More in line with values 1
Good career opportunity :l
TABLE 5.1: Reasons for rating reemplQ_vment as hett~~~
previous job.
Those who rated their current job as worse than the prevlous
one said that they were earning les(.;(4), we:t:'ein a worse
working Ii' vironment (3), occupied a position 01: lower status
(3), and we:r.efaced with less of a challeng~~ (2). This
resulted in feelings of frustration (2), insecurity (1), and
financial worries (1).
Concerning remuneration, forty-two per cent of the sample (ll)
enjoy higher earnings than before, and Were happy with this
situation. FittY-four per cent (14) earn less than they did
previously. Some said that they could accept this sl.tudtion,
as there were other positive aspects which made up for the drop
in earnings (6). Four people were unhappy with earning less,
and reported feelings of bitterness, worry, and difficulty in
accepting the situation.
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.L.._ ..SUPPORT AN» OUTPLACEMENT
Th.~ largest source of support (See table 6,.1) outside of the
Ou1:placementintervention was the family (3.7). Friends were
a source of support for seven people. Generally, organisations
we:r:enot found to provide support, but this maybe due to the
fact that they utilised the services of the outplacement
consultancy in this regard. One person con:sidered himself a
loner, and said that: the intervention was the only form of.
support that he·had (Int. 20).
TYPES OF ~OCIAL SUPPORT J'REQUDcrBS
Family 17
WorkColleagues 2-
outplacement 30
Extended Family 3
Friends 7
Church 3
Previous organisation 2
TABLB6.1: Sources of Support.
outplacement is typically offered by the company to the
displaced employee as part of the financial settlement, with
the companybearing the cost.
pe~ cent (25) of the sample.
This was true for eighty-three
Seven per cent (2) had heard
about Outplacement, .and approached their previous employers,
who agreed to bear the f inancia 1 cost. Ten per cent (3 )
approached the consultancy independently, and paid for it
themselves.
Of the thirty subjects, two (7 per cent) resided outside the
Transvaal, which proved to be problematic. They received
outplacement by virtue of telephonic contact (2), and :periodic
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The largest source of support (See table 6.1) outside of the
outplacement intervention was the family (17). Friends were
a source of support for seven people. Generally, organisations
were not found to provide support, but this may be due to the
fact that they utilised the services of the outplacement
consultancy in this regard. One person considered himself a
loner. and said that the intervent5.on was the only form of.support that he-had (Int. 20).
TYlId!lS OF SOCIAL SUPPORT FRBQUBNCl:BS
Family 17
Work Colleagues 2-Outplacement 30
Extended Family 3.__.
Friends 7
Church 3
Previous Organisation !- 2-- ....w
TABLE (;.1: ~Qurge!lL.2.f_SUP12o~.
outplacement is typ.;,ally offered by the company to the
displaced employee as part of the financial settlement, with
the company bearing the cost. This was true for eighty-three
per cent (25) of the sample. Seven per cent (2) had heard
about Outplacement, .and approached their previous employers,
who agreed to bear the f i.nancial cost. T3n per cent (3 )
approached the consultancy independently, and paid for it
themselves.
Of the thirty subjects, two (7 per cent) resided outside the
Transvaal, which proved to be problematic. They racei ved
Outplacement by virtue of telephonic contact (2)I and periodic
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visits (1). For the remaining ninety-three per cent; (28) I the
intervention was conducted on an individu ...l, one-em-onebasis.
The intervention included counselling, discussions, teachinq
of job-search strategies, use of facilities, and adminh.trativo
support~ Of interest is that this particular consultancy van
involved in counselling the wives of dislocated emplc.yeesas
well. Ten per cent (3) of the sample reported this. However,
this maybe an underestimate as the instrument did not ask this
question specifically. Rather this information wasvolunteered
by three subjects~
Whenasked howthey found the outplacement intervention, the
vast majority responded very positively. However, as no
categories weoreprovided (for example, good, average or bad),
not all subjects explicitly stated it as good, but rather,
provided responses such as userut , enc"~uragj.ng,professional,
etcetera (See table 6.2). For this reason the researcher has
chosen not to consider discrete categorie~;, as this would
provide an inaccurate description. Generally, the majority
found it. to be of great value, even though suggeetions have
been made. These sug~est.i.ons willI be df.scusaed at a later
stage. The! two subjects whofo,..;ndit to be lE!SSvaluable than
the remainder of the sample did so because thE:!~yreside outsiCl.e
of the Transvaal, and therefore. were not expoaed to
oucpLacement, at the same level of intensity. They did,
however, find somevalue in Outplacement. cert:ainly a powerful
indicator ()f how the intervention was found lies in the fact
that when aslted whether Outplacement comes with their
l,·ecomme:&'ldationf r displaced employees, all thirty subjects
answered y(:~s. Twoof these responses were conditional: "Yes,
but only 1f there's an amicable parting. outplacement doesn't
help if you've been fired" (Int. 5), and "YES, but only if you
live In the same city" '[Int. 14).
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Support.ive 13
Fositive 12 ....
Useful 4
Professional "-Motivating 3-Reality-focused 2
Well-structured .. 1-.Thorough 1
TABLE 6..2: pesQri,pti041§...QfQutplacement.
When askgd whether outplacement served to speed up the securing
of reamployment, seventy-three per cent (19) said yes, and
twenty-seven per cent (7) said no (N = 26). However, it is
in,portant to look at the reasons why twenty-seven per cent
reported to the contrary, as it.may not necellsarily be a
reflection on the Outplacement Intervention. Two subjects wno
returned questionnaires by post did not provide reasons as to
why Outplacement did not speed up the aecurLnq of reemployment.
Two subjects residing outside the Transvaal felt that, due to
the lack of exposure to the interventionJ it was ~~t
instrumental in speeding '9 reemployment. One eubjeot felt
that Outplacement could not change the harsh rlC:alitiesbf life,
which hindered him from finding re.employment - "It couldn't
change the reality of being fi.fty-three and having sp£.r.t
twenty-seven years with one cornpany'~(Int. 11). TWo subjects
felt that they already knew what they wanted to do, but that
they cHd find Outplacement Useful.
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In response to the :most valuable :tspects of Outplacement, the
following responses were evident:
~ .. ::."
Learning about yourself 10----
Advice and discussions 13------ ---support 9
-_-" ~
Prc'ided a focus 6-Generated alternatives not previously considered 5
Not to take the first job offered 2-Proactive attitude 1.,,-
Use of facilities 13-Counselling 10
Job-search skills 7
Interview strategies 5
Drawing up of a curriculum vitae 10-- -.Role plays 1
1--- -Self-marketing :2--
Networlting 1
TABLE 6.3: ~~ valuable aspects of outpl~cem~.
Aspects that were reported as less valuable appear to be
related to the specific needs of individuals. Those that had
decided not to look for reemployment found job-search
strategies, intel:'viewingskills, drawing up of a curriculum
vItae, and the use of the facilities t.obe of less value.
Ninety-three per cent of the sample (28) telt t.hatoutplacement
did address the negati ve consequences of j OD loss. The
following reasons were reported:
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Built up self-coniidence and self-esteem 21
Offered support 9
Being with others in the same situation 5. .-_
Resolved bitterness 1
....__".._ '. --Promoted optimism 1
lJL which ways did Qy:!;plac?menta<!d};:esstbo
n~gativ~ cons¢gu~Dces of job los@?
Two subjects felt that outplacement did not address the
negative consequences, as one subject said that he did not muke
much use of the assistance available, and the other stated that
it was due to residing outside of the Transvaal.
Forty-three per cent (13) of the
outplacement could not be improved<
sample reported that
Ten per cent (3) felt
unable to commentn "It is difficult to say as each case is
differentll (Int. 10)i "I can't comment as I didn't pursue it
strenuously" (Int. 13), and "I can't say - I would need to be
in the same city" (Int. 14). The remaining forty-seven per
cent (14) felt that the intervention could be improved in the
following ways:
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More focus on interpersonal problems and 7
counselling
More structure I deadlines 3-More interaction 2
Link with employm~t agencies 2-;-
M?re administrative support .2-Speed up the process 1-Establish a local ager.t 1
.w
Extend the kind of courses available 1---~ --Formalise certain aspects (Le~ motivation) 1
TABLE '.5: How Qan the intetyentiQn 99 imRroyed?
As Outplacement aims to empower dislocated employees as opposed
to flnding them subsequent employment, it stands to reason that
individuals may reap signifb:ant personal change as a result ..
This was evident in the pt'esentresearch (See table 6~6). The
following table indicates significant c:hange due to
outplacement:
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Belief in self 10-Grown_as a person 8-Become more competent 5
Become positive 4
Become self-employed 3
Able to take risks 2
Change of career
5 1-Substantial financial gain 1
Learned how to become proactive 1 --Not to qive up 1
TABLE 6..6: What signifigant Qbange§ have ~ou eKR9rienqeg
as a pe:rSODa~ a r~.rut Qf tb(l Qutpl..(,l.Q§.ullt
prgcess?
oth~r comments include a high level 01 involvement in sport
(I 2), and gaining wide and varied experience, sl~ch as
working with the han~icapped (Int. ~).
However I when asked what had been learned from the job ch,a:''lgta
experience, responses were very negative,
involuntary )ob loss leaves indelible scars
Research generated the following responses:
indicating that
(See table 6.7}.
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Loyalty gets you nowhere 9- -Job security does not exist 8
Importance of being self-:t'eliant 7
Difficulty with trust 5_.-._-
AW2~e of hew competitive the market is 4.....' ....,.'_._'.
Not to spend too long with one company 3-~
Nothing is permanent .. 2
To be cautious' 2
Should have become self-employed much sooner 2
Has become negative 2
Did me a favour 2
That ~olitics plays a big role in organisations 2
Has become more empathic t~ disl~cated employees 1
To avoid specialisation 1
TABLE 6.7: ltlmt.. have YQu learned from th~ job chang~
experience?
Comr..9nts include:
* "hather be committed than loyal" (Int. 4).
* tfLoyalty Last.s from one salary cheque to the next"
(Int.!)}•
* ;·Don't trust your boss, even if promises have just been
made, becnuse he has to dance to his boss' tune" (Int.
10).
* "Loyalty and dedication come second to the ambitions of
someone in higher author it!.'I and personal greed transcends
rewards for good work done" (Int. 11).
* "A job is security for thirty days. Real security comes
from managing one/ a own earning process" (lni:.13).
* "Be aware of c'chez opportunities and don't be a narrow-
minded loyalist" (Int. 15).
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.. "Never trust anyone with pow3r and little knowledge" (Int,
24) •
.. "Corporate loyalty does not exist" (Int. 18).
* "I should have pursued my career and not remained locked
into and loyal to the company" (Int. 25).
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CHAPTER ·i: DISCUSSION
'I'hepresent 17esearch aimed to explore perceptions of I and
attitudes towards the experience of job loss and Outplacement~
Responses generated reflect a wide range of issues, which will
be discussed in order to contextualise the present findings
within past re$~<'\rch. Although the vast majority of the sample
found outplacement to pe extremely beneficial, of particular
value are the suggestions provided for improvement. Although
one intervention was assessed, these suggestions may be of
value to other Outplacemp-nt conSUltants in the industry.
~ • PBIYIQUS DPLOXMEC
The issue of attachment to one's job and employment commitment
has been given some attent,.J.on(Feather ~ Bond, 1983; Leana &
Feldman, 1990; Liem & Lie:m, 1988). certain responses
indicated attachment 'Lo previous job: "It broke a life-long
and family-like relationship. I was highly dedicated and had
grown with the company. II contributed vastly to the increase
in turnover, and guided it into the top ten of the Sunday Times
top 100 companies" (Int. 11). "I was not very happy. I had
to get used to it for the first year" (Int. 2). "I had to
leave behind a familiar environment and friends, and a job that
had become personal to me" (Int. 14). Some subjects reported
that job loss dislocated their career paths and damaged
re~irement plans, suggesting that attachment to one's job may
be rel~ted to the experience of job lpss.
Average tenure in t.he sample was fifteen··and-a-half years.
Although this i~ not necessarily an indication of attachment
to one's job, it may be, as evidenced by the following comment:
"The longer you stay with a company, the more you become
dependent on them - like living in a trench" (Int. 4). In
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addition, time on the job and formal commitmentsto long-term
empLoyment,wt!!r(; signif;.r;::O:"'lt.lyrelated to perceptions of
termination fairness and employerobligation belisfs (Rousseau
& Anton, 1988). In additif..,tl, research
and seniority are important factors
perceptions (Rousseau & Anton, 1991).
has found ~hat tenure
in terms of justice
Findings showedthat thirty per cent of the sample with tenure
greater than five years reported to a new superior for a
maximumof one year ~prior to job loss. The research
inves tigated whether there was a relationship between the
instatement of new managementand whether the companyhad
undergone structural changes in the form of a merger, buyout
or acquisition. This was only true for one subject. Thus, for
the majority of the sample, there was no relation between
structural changes and the implementation of a newmanager or
superior.
3~ RIASONSlOR TERMINATIOB
Reasons given for termination include early retirement (2) I
I
companyor department closed dvwn (4), restructuring (6) and
retrenched or made redundant (18). 'I.'bosethat experi.enced
early retirement responded in a neqat.fve manner, with one
subject having to be hospi.talised. Concerning reasons due to
company or departmental closure, there was a va.riety of
:t',~actions, with this category having the most positive
responses. Of those that lost their jobs due to restructuring
or internal reorganisation, two subjects took it personally,
and had difficulty in accepting it as a managementdecision.
Of the seventeen that were given retrenchment as a reason for
termination, nine subjects felt that therl were actually other
reasons for the retrenchment. These include: being fired, due
to incompetencyI nepotism, non-acceptance of suspect accounting
practices, due to politics, sidelined, and due to a personality
clash. Although there was a variety of reactions and
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responses, it appears that this ca~egory responded in the most
negative way ~ommentsinclude; III felt raped", and wftheone
word to dese.. it wouldbe sick. I felt completely sickened"
(Int. 21). "I felt bltter because I feel I've been made a
scapegoat to prove a point" (Int. 22). "I wa~' in complete
shock and lived in a d.ream-like state" (Int. 5). "I don't want
to work for another boss as I don't want to be retrenched
again" (Int. 8). "Nothing in life is permanent. I,oyalty and
dedicaticn comesecond to the ambitions of someonein higher
autho~ity, and personal greed transcends rewards for goodwork
done" (Int. 11)'0
These findings indicate that reasons for termination do impact
on reactions to job loss, and may have implications for
perceived fairness of termination. It does appear that there
was a difference in magnitude of response between the
categories, whichrelates to previous research which found that
retrenchees experienced significantly lower levels of distress
than those whowere fired (Miller & Hoppe,1994). In addition,
Rousseau and Anton (1988) found that tenure and breach of the
employmentcontract resul t~d in perceptions of unfairness. It
•appears that the hardest hit were those whowere put onto early
retirement, as well as those whowere retrenc:hed for reasons
exoluding economicdownturns.
f. TBE BXPERIINCB OF JOD LOSS
Past research has shownthat the expectation of job loss will
impact on the job loss experience. Present findings showthat
those whodid not expect to lose their jobs were most shockeu
and had difficulty believing it to be true. Those who had
Usort of" expect~d it appeared to be particularly bitter, and
sought out to showthe companythat they would be fine: "At
first I was angry. But then I set out to prove that I didn't
need themby finding another jobU (Int. 30). "! put up a front
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even though I was very upset underneath" (Int. 3). However,
those who had expected job loss did not, by any means, react
positively.
There appears to be a relationship between expectation of job
loss and reasons for termination. Those that were less shocked
did not necessarily react in a more positive manner. When the
expectation of job loss was coupled with unf·3irness perceptioilS
of termination, the reaction was nt.>tpositive: i'Pettypolitics
triumph~d over solid pchievements, even at the expense of
putting a qualified experienced manager into unemployment when
over fifty years old" (Int. 13). Two subjects expected job
loss in the form of company closure. They tended to react more
positively: "I reacted in a positive way" (Int~ 23), and "I
was angry, but then I became joyful because I could get out of
a bad situation" (Int. 7). This highlights the fact that
expectation of job loss cannot be looked at discretely, but
rather, cognisance must be taken of reasons for termination.
An interesting issue has come to the for~ - one subject was
treated very well by his previous company, and was kept on
•until he was ·ble to find reemployment, which took eighteen
months (Int. 19). According to this person, the advantage of
this was purely financial, as he experienced feelings of
ambiguity and divided loyalty, as a consequence of having dual'
commitment to present and future job, and feelings fluctuated
tetween thinking he would stay on with the company, and knowing
that job loss was inevitable. He expected job loss for a
p~riod of two years, and found it very disturbing and
distressing due to a feeling of "living on borrowed time".
ThUS, perhaps it is not always advantageous to stay on with a
company for an indefinite amount of time. However, it may also
not be optimal to be told to leave with immediate effect:
"Take your money and good riddance" (Int. 10). Knowing of the
possibility of impending job loss well in advance may also '.;
problematic, as evidenced by the following comment: "I was
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told fifteen months before that I was "on a list". But then
it drifted over and things went well. Then it came from out
of the blue" (Int. 30). Jt'uture research needs to be done
whereby optimal time periods of work before leaving the
organisation can be established"
Howemployees come to knowof impending job loss appears to
play an important role in the job loss experience: "It was
traumatic. I found out via a consultant who wasn't even
permanently emplc.}',~dwith the company. I felt sick and angryI
as the companywas not living out their values" (Int. 19). "!
could read the signs about three monthsbefore ~ Then strongly
about ten days before. It was sickening - I'm ashamed and
embarrassed for the organisation that they allowed it to happen
in the waythat it didtt (Int., 21). "I knewsomethingwas going
on, but I di6n't always think I wouldbe involved. I was very
insecure" (Int. 3). This relates to interactional justice
theory, whereby the manner in which the termination was
conducted will have implications for justice perceptions (Bies,
1987) • Feelings of relief .ap.pe.arto be due to being able to
escape from an insecure workenvironment, as well as to being
related to the expectation of job loss.
The majority of the sample reported physical complaints as a
resul t of job loss. This supports previous research conducted
by Kasl and Cobb (1970) who demonstrated that displaced
employeesshowedgreater physiological symptomatologythan that
of a control group. In addition, Brenner (1971) found that
unemployment resulted in a decrease of physical health.
However,this research failed to ascert" whether any of these
physical complaints were evident before job loss. ':('his is
diff icul t to measureas an insecure workenvironment could also
contribute to physical ailments.
Findings showed T:.lat eight.y-three per cent of the sample
reported both negative and positive consequences of job loss.
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It is clear that many issues may contribute to this finding,
including the experience of Outplacement, as it was shown to
engender a positive attitude and to result in personal growth.
Of interest is the relat.ionship between those who repo!:"cedonly
negative consequences (3), and subsequent employment status.
Two of the three are currently unemployed, lending support to
the notion that reemployment serves to address the negative
consequences of job loss. This is supported by previous
longitudinal research which has found that reemployment
improves well-being (Kessler, House & Turner, 1987; Vinokur,
Caplan & Williams, 1987). It stands to reason that the loss
is still evident, and because it has not been replaced by
subsequent employment, there are therefore no positiv£:
consequences. However, support has been found for quality of
reemployment, as one person who reporteu only negative
consequences felt that his current job was wforse than the one
lost, even though he is earning more money. This lends support
to Jahoda's (1982) latent consequences of work, whereby the
intrinsic qualities of empl~yment may also be important.
Tae four subjects who are currently unemployed felt that their
chances of securing reemployment were slight. Two subjects
provided reasons for this perception, which appear to be
attributed to factors which cannot be controlled: "I'm fifty,
white and male" (Int. 18), and "well, I haVen't found a jOb in
six years" (Int. 2). This relates to learned helplessness
theory, whereby if an individual perceives his response as not
moving towards goal attainment, this will result in events
being experienced as uncontrollable, and independent of the
actions that an individual may undertake (Seligman, 1975).
Al though a positive approach appears to be instrumentn 1 in
securing reemployment, one also needs to be realistic. Those
that are given a false sense of hope may repeatedly fail to
aecuve reemployment. Past research has shown that this has a
particularly negative effect, possibly exacerbating an already
rlegative situation (Turner, Kessler & House, 1991). Although
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it is beneficial to cUltivate a positive outlook, it must be
9'r""'lnded in realism~ This has implications for outplacem~nt
c-,. _.!tants who need to be reality-focused. A number of
respondents felt that the reality-focused <).ttH:.ude of the
present outplacement inte.rvention was extremely beneficial.
~, EFFECTS ON FAMILY
Findings showed tha',;. hl:'.vingto inform the spouse and/or family
was'!a diffi.cult task for the majority of the sample. For rost,
thet family and/or spouse was very supportive. According to
Ka\.'!fman (1982), wives of professionals are generally supportive
of '·::·~I).eirhusbands, and past research has provided evidence: that
the ::"~A~perienceof jolJ loss can result in an improvement in the
marital relationship (Briar, 1976, cited in Kaufman, 1982).
HoweverI the existence of family or marital support may be
dependent on the quality of the marital relationship, as one
subject who reported that his spouse did not show a reactior
at all, also reported a deterioration in the marital
rel?~·tionship as a consequence of jon loss (Int. 21). In
addition, one subject reported that his spouse left him due to
the loss of his job (Int. 2). Thus, job loss may add to the
stress of a pre-existing problematic marital relationship.
This has been supported by previous research, whereby those who
are unhappily married will be stressed by their situation,
which could be exacerbated by stress in other areas of life,
such as job loss (Schlossberg & Leibowitz, 1980).
In addition, reactions of the spouse also included anger at
previous employer, worry, shock, and relief. Of the twenty-
seven subjects whohave children, forty-four per cent L~ported
that job loss resulted in negative consequences. The child of
one subject still holds a grudge towards her father's previous
employer, even though he experienced job loss four years ago,
and has subsequently secured better reemployment (Int. 4). Not
only does this parallel earlier qualitative research which
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found residual effects of job loss for the displaced individual
even after subsequent reernployment&but raises the issue of
residual effects on children of displaced individuals. This
suggests that jcb loss cannot be considered as an occurrence
only affecting t~(~ individual, hereby supporting an open-
systems framework:
"within a family I a change or stressor in one member
aff ...~cts all other membersand the family as a whole. Such
a reverberating effect in turn impacts the first person,
and :30 forth, in a continuous sex'ips of circular 101 IS or
recurring chaLns of influencen (Wilson, Larson & stone,
1993, p.7S).
Findings support previous research which states that altho~gh
reemployment initially serves to reduce d.istress, that sub-
optimal employment may eventually detract from ",,'ell-being
(Turner, Kessler & House, 1991). However, perceptions and
judgements are of a highly personal nature, whereby people
place diffe~ent importance on differe
The present research found that
consequences of reemployment (such as
, aspects of employment.
for some, the latent
less stress and a better
work environment) made up for a reduction in manifest
consequencus (such as remuneration). However, for some,
lowered earnings (ma..ifest consequences) was more important
than the latent outc~mes, resulting in feelings of bitterness,
-worry, and difficulty in acceptjng the situation. It appears
that quality of reemployment has important. effects on the
displa\~(~demployee.
However, again the dilemmaof accepting or not accepti.ng sub-
optimal reemployment is a difficult issue and a personal
decision. This puts the Outplacementconsultant in a delicate
situation, as although their aim is to promote higher quality
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reemployment, they may have to guide those low in employability
-_.)become more n~gotiable concerning reemployment. 'this may
result in the displaced worker pel:ceivinq there to be a
conflict in ideology en the part of the Outplacement
practit.ioner, which could lead t.ofurther problems.
Al though those who .ceported higher earnings following
reemployment were general.ly happy with that fact, this did not
necessarily result in rating reemployment as better than the
job lost. This highlights the role that values play in this
process, and the need for Outplacement practitioners to give
consideration to value structures in or-der to promc'te the best
reemployment options for each particular person.
Findings showed that sources of informal support included
family, col12agues, extended family and friends. The. family
was the most frequently reported source of informal support.
Those who do not have informal support networks available to
them may be particularly vulnerable. This relates to resea~ch
conducted by Gore (1978) who found that unemployed men with low
social support had higher L.lolesterol levels I increased
physical illness symptoms, and were higher on negative affect.
For them, formal services within the community will be
important. It appears that both formal and informal support
is desirable: "There was a lot,of formal support from _
but there was much more support from home. Both supports are
needed" (Int. 4). Some reported that both types of support are
different, and that it wa& valuable to have formal support even
though they received a lot of support from the spouse.
Past research has considered personali ty as an independent
variable in relation to the availability of social support,
whereby ~ertain personality traits may serve t:o increase or
dimini::;hthe existence of informal social support (sarason,
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Sarason & Shearin, 1986). A(.Jording to Sarason, Sarason and
Shearin (1986), sccial support correlates positively with
extraversion and negatively with neuroticism. This was
reflected in one respondent whereby when questioned as to
support available to him, he replied that he was a loner and
said that Outplacementwas the only source of support avail~ble
to him. 'therefore, there could be a relationship between
pex'sonality and the availability of social support. Furthe::":'
research needs to be done in this area.
8.1 REEKPLOYKBNT
The majority of the sample stated that outplacement served to
speed up the s~curing of reemployment, providing support for
the eff icacy of the intervention. However- of interest is the
response of ona subject who felt that outplacement could not
change the harsh realities of lifef such as age and previous
experience, which prevented "lim from finding reemployment.
Thus, again there seems to be an expectat:ion that Outplacement
"rill result in subsequent employment. Although outplacement
does contribute enormously to reemploym( ::. it woul.:! he
erroneous to assume that this is an inevitability of t;he
process, and failure to secure reemploymentcannot necessarily
be attributed to a deficiency in the intervention. As previous
research has stated, a proolem remains for people who are low
in employability such as the less educated, older. and minority
gronps (Kinicki, 1985). "Depending upon their age, the
unemployed may need help in accepting a permanent downward
movementin status or even in finding meaning and fulfilment
in involuntary leisure" (Dooley, Catalano & Rook, 1988, p.120).
Kessler, Turner and Hous (1989) found th&t those wh~were most
adversely affected by job loss were the mo~t likely to be
reemployed at the follow-up interview. However, this may
ind,i.cate tr.nt the most distraught rna}"be inclined to take the
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first job offered to them. Although this serves to reduce
distress initially, sub-vptimal employmentmay eventually
detract from well-being (Turner, Kessler & House, 1991).
HoweverI it may not always be appropriate to hold out,
especially for those low in employability. This places the
humanservice professionals in an awkwardposition, as they Inay
have to lower the expectations of somedisplaced employeesby
emphasising the need for a flexible approach to job-hunting
(Turner! Kessler & House, 1991). The person low in
eluployability may becomevery successfully self-employed as
opposed to reemployed. However,this is a very delicate issue
which needs to be handled by experts.
8.2 VALUABLE AaPECTD
Those aspects of the outplacement intervention that were
considered to be of value included actual skills that were
taught, advfce and discussions, as well as the opportunity for
self-exploration and growth. However, the present findings
showedthat judgements of value were related to the specific
needs of each individual. In fact, all aspects were found to
be valuable by different respondents~ depending on their own
personal needs. This highlights the utility of screening
participants prior to the intervention as to their needs and
requirements. It stands to r'eason that an individual whohas
decided to becomeself-employed wouldnot n~ed to learn about
job-seeking skills. HOl-:ever,he mayneed support, counselling
and advice i.nstead.
Ninety-three per cent of the sample felt that outplacement
addressed the negative consequences of job loss. Twentyone
subjects felt that it built up their confidence and self-
esteem, providing support for the role of secondary
interventions as a form of social support. Past research found
that the affiliative interaction of people in similar
situa1!::j,onsmayaid in coping with the financial strain of job
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loss (Turner: Kessler & House, 1991). The present research
showedthat respondents found solace in being with ot,hers in
the same situation: "The sharing of joy and camaraderie when
you got an inter'view was very valuable" (Int. 6). "It was nics
to knowthat there wera others in similar situations" (Int.
28).
In addition, thirteen subjects reported the value of having
ac~ess to facilities and services. P.~sponseswere a mixture
of the value of practical assistance (such as typing services) ,
as well as the psychological effect of having ~_'omewhereto go:
"They offered us an office which co-apenaatied for that lack of
ph" '~cC:lIbelongj.ng" (Int. 27). "It' was great to have somewhere
to go whenyou wake u~n (Int. 29). This relates to Jahoda's
(1982) latent consequences of work, whereby, to the extent that
consequences have become a psychological necessity, the
unemployedperson will experience negative feelings due to the
deprivation of these consequences. This will occur unless the
unemployedperson has an alternative way of meeting the lost
re.quirements. The provision of a professional office
environment by the Outplacement consultancy addresses this
need.
8.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Forty-seven per cent of respondents stated that the
intervention could be improved. certain suggestions are
consistent with previous researnh, while other suggestions
highlight the fact that tlhJ job loss expezLence is a unique
one, resulting in different needs. Themost frequently stated
limitation of the present intervention is that there was not
enough focus on counselling with regard to inte:::personal
problems. Given the overwhelming evidence that job Ios.s
results in negative psychological consequences, it stands to
reason that somewill be in need of additlondl counselling,
whether it be short-term crisis counselling, or long-term
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psychotherapy. It appears that respondents who were in need
of this, expected it to be provided by the Outplacement
service. Although it is important tha~ counselling be made
available, hQW this will be done is largely a policy decision
on the part of the Outplacement practitioner. It could be
provided for in-house, or alternat.ively, certain individuals
could be referred out specifically for therapy, in conjunction
with other services offered by the outplacement intervention.
However, due to problems associated with self-selection, it may
be that those that participated in this research could have
done so as a result of the need for additional counselling.
Ten per cent of the sample felt that the whole service should
be mora structured, and that the consultant should mete out
ce:rtain activities with imposed deadlines. This may be a
ft _ion of both personality traits, as well as the experience
of havir.g come c,utof the corporate environment, where some are
used to being mana~ed and having structure imposed on them by
virtue of the nature of organisational life.
Seven per cent of the sample felt isolated, and suggested the
need for more interaction. These individuals may find group
wOl'k particularly helpful. Perhaps those interested in this
could organise themselves into groups and york out a strategic
plan to~ether with the conSUltant. Alternatively, the
consultancy ceu.Id initiate on-going self-help groups which
would be run by thu participants themselves.
One respondent suggested that a wider variety of courses should
be available. He spoke specifically about financial advice.
This has been supported by previous research: whereby some
people may require nontraditional types of intervention, such
as financial counselling or time management counselling
(Wanberg & Marchese, 1994). Thus, a number of workshops should
be available which focus en a variety of issues, from which
each individual has a choice to participate in. According to
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sweet (19a9) ,t most Outplacement interv(antions have focuse(:lon
job-search st.rategies exclusively. Research has ohown that
this is far from adequate. In add LtLon , one subject suggested
the formalisation of certain aspects of outplac~ment,
motivation workshops in partict.:lar,whereby a formal course is
given as opposed to listening to tapes or reading up at one's
own pace.
One respondent felt that the' process should 1:'espeeded up.
This :t-espondenthad most recently experienced job loss (one
month prior to the interview), which may reflp.ct his urgency
of securing reemployment, as he wanted to be able to draft a
curriculum vitae immedia'tely, prior to counselling.
Two subjects felt that the service could be improved by linking
up with employment agencies. Again this refleats the
perception of participants that outplacement should result in
reemployment. However, these people may register with
employment agencies indepenc1ently.,Perhaps if Outplacement did
link with employment agencies or provided such an in-house
service, the displaced employee would place more respon~ibility
on the consultancy to secure reemployment. Thus, the onus
might shif~ from the displaced employee to the consultancy,
which would further disempower retrenchees. As one person
stated~ "Outplacement is only the catalyst. I stress that it
is still up to the individu~.l to get himself reemployedlt (Int.
10). Other suggestions incl~de more administrative support,
and the establishment of a local agent.
8.4 OTHER ISSUES
Althou,=,'Dall thirty subjects stated that they wO~lld recommend
Outplacemen~ for displaced employees, one respondent felt that
Outplacement does not help for those who hare been fired (Int.
5). However, given the circumstances of termination and the
ec~nomic climate, as well as pre-existing antecedents such as
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age, perhaps not all displaced individuals will be successful
in securing reemployment, whether fired or not. Whether or not
Outplacement would be useful is largely a function of the goal
of outplacement as w~ll as perceptions of these goals held by
the displaced person. The goal of outplacement is not only to
provide job-teaching skills and motivation, but also to provide
support and counselling_ Thus, although the above-mentioned
re€'pondent stated this, he also said that he grew as a person
and was very happy In his own business. This highlights the
need for the goals of Outplacement ro be understood, as
Outplacement is not entirely equated wit. subsequ~nt corporate
employment. The respondent who was fired is now extremely
happy, and attributes his self-employment to the Outplacement
process. Perhaps Outplacement is even more vital for those who
have been fired, as they may not have the option of rejoining
a company, and therefore need more input and ass.istance in
order to generate other alternatives. Future longitudinal
research would be very beneficial in shedding more light on
this issue.
This issue of where the loyalties of Outplacement practitioners
lay has been raised by one respondent who felt that he may have
been a victim of an unfair labour practice. When seeking
advice from the consultancy, he became suspicious as to their
loyalties. Again, this is a difficult issue, as evidenced by
the following comment: "It must be remembered that the firm
who got rid of me employed the outplacement agency, and "he who
pays the piper calls the tuneVJl1 (Int. 11). Perhaps legal
issues of this kind are be~;t handled and belong with
Lndependent; legal professionals.
Although it is to be expected that a service which aims to
empower people should result in personal growth, the present
findings were quite remarkable in this regard (See table 6.6).
MOJ;;tof the respons~s pertained to significant growth as a
person and that outplacement resul tpc. in a strong belief in
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oneself. It is evident that some people are functioning at a
higher level than ever before, which highli,ghts the importance
of formal social support intervEntions which aim to empower
people in need. In keeping with an open-systems framework,
positive changes in tne irldividual will feed back intI) other
areas of life, such as the family. In fact, although a causal
link cannot be drMwn due to methodological limitations, two
respondents reported an improvement in the marital
relationship. In addition, Outplacement was considered to be
instrumental in genera.t;ingalternative options and broadening
the scope of experience, for examplel becoming self-employed,
a high involvement in sport and working with the handicapped.
However I the trauma of the whole expez Ience cannot be
underrated. "People underrat~ the trauma. I was all choked
up. It was really upsettin9'. I was very upset under the
cheery fac;ade" (Int. 3) • When asked what respondents had
learned from the experience, most have come out with hard
lessons learned (See table 6.7), many pertaining to issues of
trust and loyalty. This parallels previous research, whereby
job loss resulted in lowered levels of trust and organisational
Icommitment (Leana & Feldman, 1990). It seems that the
experience of job loss is a traumatic expenLence for most, and
appears to leave permanent acara and enduring negative effects.
This is consistent with previous research which has found that
job loss resu1 ts in permanent negative ef1':ects (Archer &
Rhodes, 1993).
9. CONCLUSION
As job loss is an unavoidable reality of life, one call only
rely on secondary preventive strategies, that is, providing
assis'tance when job loss, or the threat thereof, already
exists. Based on past research, key factors fer interventions
need t.:, be identified by human service professiona13. JCn
addition, much research has found that the best cure for
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unemploynlent is reemployment (Kast, Gore & Cobb, 1975). Thus,
interventions should be based on strategies that assist the
displaced person to deal with +he accompanying emotional
trauma. Furtherruore, they should be based on Imowledge of -the
determinants of job-seeking behaviour (Vinokur & Caplan, 1987).
An effective intervention should therefore aim to minimise the
harmful effects of job loss, while promoting persistence (Van
Ryn & Vinokur, 1992), and providing skills necessary to secure
reemployment (Vinokur & Caplan, 1987). According to Brenner
and Bartell (1983), t~'l€ intervention should take place as soon
after job loss as is possible. Con&ideration should also be
given to informal social support networks, whereby support from
a spouse or sig'niflcant other is encouraged (vinokur & Caplan,
1987).
However, this is no straightforward task. As previously
discussed, although past research has identified general
trends, job loss remains a unique experience,
variables interacting with and mediating the
with many
job loss
experi~nce. Thus, few predictions can be made unequivocally.
It stands to reason, then, that interventions cannot focus on
one particular strategy. Instead, they need to be eclectic and
.flexible enough to address the heterogenei ty of reactions I
consequences, and needs which will differ significantly from
one person to another (Taber, Cooke & Walsh, 1990).
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L RESQ,RCH LIMITATIONS
There are two essential differences between expe~imental and
non-oxperimental research: in non-experimental research,
direct control is not possible and experimental manipulation
and randomass:i.gnmentcannot be used (Kerlinger, 1986). Due
to the consultancy having to protect the identity of those who
had participated in Outplacement, it was not po~sible to draw
subjects at. random. Thus, subjects selected themselves into
groups. "Self-selection occurs whenthe membersof the groups
being studied are in tr.e groups, in part, because they
differentially possess traits or characteristics extrraneouato
the research problem, characteristics that possibly influenc!e
or are otherwise related to the variables of the research
problem" (Kerlinger, 1986, p.349). The implication of se11'-
selection is that the respondents that chose to participate may
have done so for particular and different r'easons, For
example, perhaps those who had particularly good or
particularly bad experiences mayhave decided to participate.
Likewise, those in need of additional interpersonal counselling
may have participated. The problem with non-experimental
research is this lack of direct control.
In addition, qualitative reseC\rcbis problematic with regard
to reliability. "There is concern about the subj(!;ctiv.ity of
the technique and a feeling that any given result might have
been different with different respondents, a different
:moderator, or even, a differunt setting" (Calder, 1977, p,351.).
Qualitative research typically involves a small sample, with
respondents prQviding des'::riptive information with regard to
their personal thoughts and feelings. The implicat.ion of this
is that the findings cannot be easily generalised to the
population as a whole (Dillon, Madden& Firtle, 1987), that is,
the population of all those whohave experienced involuntary
job loss and have undergone an Outplacementintervention.
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The interview technique itself is a source of potential
subjectivity and bias, wherebythe interviewer may reinforce
certain "desirable" responses in a subtle manner either by
speeoh or by non-vexbaf behaviour (Fedder, 1986). In this wayI
the participation of the researcher may influence the
participants I behaviour, resulting in r\1active effects. There
i~ also the problem ,of fabrications, deceptions, exaggerations
and distortions reg.arding communications. 'l'h:i.smay occur as
a result of the respondent wanting to be seen as attractiv~ in
the eyes of the interviewer.
content analysis has been criticised for being subjective and
descriptive (Bryman, 1988). According to Kahn and Cannell
(1957), the researcher may simplify, amplify or modify
responses in order to slot responses into identified
categories. It is for this reason that a second rater was
use~.
Although every effort was madeto gain access to a numberof
outplacement consultancies , it proved to be impossible. There
are only three companiesin SouthAfrica that are predominantly
involved with outplacement on a regular basis, and the
researcher was only able to gain access to one. This is
problematic with regard to generalisa~ility, as the research
took place within one organisation, and for this reason,
findings cannoc be generalisE:"ito the population as a whole.
In addition, the small aampIe size could not be improved
(further than sending out the r€~inder letter), due to
practical and ethical constraints, which further serves to
aff~ct generalisability.
A further problemwas that o:Elength of time since job loss and
Outplacement. Anumberof subjects had experienced this a few
years a90 I and this mayaffE~ctmemory. Retrospective data is
a methodological flaw (Thomas,McCabe& Berry, 1980). Dueto
the problem of differing time periods since job loss and
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differing present employment stat~st the researcher was unable
a quantitative measure, as it w~s herepy rendered
According to Kerlinger (1986}, r.esearch is
strengthened by combining qualitative and qu~ntitative
to include
redundant.
measu~',.s ,
2. iMPLICATIOU lOO~
It is apparent that exploratory research of this nature does
not set out to prove hypoth~ses or to draw causal connections.
Rather it serves to explore issues which are in need of further
investigatior.. These int~lude~
* Is there any benefit in counselling the spouse of the
displaced employee?
* Do persoJ)ality traits serve to influence the existence and
quality of informal social support?
* Is there a relationship between variables such as reason
for termination and personality traits, and the kind of
outplacement services needed?
* Add ianal research needs to be conducted regarding
percept5.ons and experiences relating to term~i.nation
fairness, as well as to interactional justice perceptions.
* Is it of benefit to stay on with a company until
reemployment is secured, or is there an optimal cut-of';
,time, or is it different for different people and under
different circumstances?
* Are there enduring psychological effects on the children
of displaced parents?
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The findings have provide~ support for an op~n-systems stress
model, whereby the experience of job loss was found to impact
en other areas of functioning, such as the family syste'l"' In
addition, the experience resulted in a change in world vi{;;wfor
manyof the re~pondents, such as a lowering of trust. These
perceptions 'then becomerealities for respondents, whicb,result
in a change in attitude towards the future employer. In
addition, support was found for justice thc?orywith regard to
termination fairness and issues of interactional justice,
whereby bitterness and anger was evident where terminations
were considered to be unfair and wherf' subjects. re uninformed
of impending job J ODS I or informed via incorrect channels. The
present research also supported Jahoda I s (1984) latent and
manifest consequences of work and unemployment. This was
evident in reactions to job loss which focused on manifest
issues (such as loss of financial rewards) and laten~ issues
(such as feelings of uselessness).
With regard to practical implications, suggestions have been
provided which may prove useful for the particular
organisation. These pertain to issues such as more focus on
interpersonal counselling t more structure and deadlines, a
higher level of interaction, providing an employmentservice,
extending the kind of courses available, and formalising
certain aspects of the intervention. In addition, it provides
the oonsul.t.ancy with feedback as to which aspects of the
proC'ess werl~rjf value.
~'urtherm('ll"e,organisations maybenefit. from these findings in
terms of g~ining insight into the experience of job loss for
the displaced employee. This has implications for the manner
in which the entire retrenchment process is conducted, whet"eby
employees expect to be termLl~t:ed f\./r good reason, and would
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llke ::0 be informed by their superior rather than suspecting
it, or finding out from improl>·.rsources.
Lastly I the largely positive! eff.acts of outp1acerMmt for
displaced employeesprovides support fc. t' the efficacy of formal
secondary interver~tions, and for Outplacement >~san effective
inJ -vent.Ion tool.
4, CONQLUIIQJf
It is e~Tidenttha.t involuntary job loss is a traumatic and
stressful lite event for the majority of people. Job loss is
an unavoidable reality of life whichwill be exacerbated by the
f'~onomic climate. This necessitates the existence of
preventi va secondary interventions. outplacement has been
shown to address these negative consequences, even though
useful suggestions have beenmade. It is vital that additional
and continual research concerning outplacement is conducted in
order to answer questions raised by the present research, as
well as to ensure that strategies of the intervention are
continually aligned with the needs of its participants.
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QUESTIONNAIRE /INTERVIEW FORMA'f
1. What is your age?
2. Sex?
3. What is your marital status?
4. Number of Dependants?
5. Income Bracket - Lesa than R70k per annum
R70k - R150k
R150k - R200k
R200k or above
6. Whendid you experience job loss'?
7. For what period of time were you with the particular
company?
a. Howlong did you report to your last manager before losing
your job?
9. Did your last company go through a merger, buyout or
acquisition?
10. What was your ocr.upation or job title'?
functions.
Elaborate on
11. What was the reason for your termination?
12. Was the loss of your job expect.ed at all?
13. Howdid you react to the loss of your job''?
APPENDIX I
14. Did you experience any physical complaints due to the
stress of your job loss? (For example, insomnia,
migrainms, ulcers, etc.).
15. Describe both the positive and negative consequences of
the loss of your job.
16. How did you feel when breaking the 'wws of y01tr job loss
to your epouse or family?
17. What was the reaction of your spouse or partner to the
news of your job loss?
18. If you have any children, what age are th6Y?
Are they «t school, university or independent?
Did the loss of your j~b have any effect on them at all?
19. Was there any kind of suppnrt. or assistance from the
organisation or from sources ou+:side the organisation
available to you at the time of your job loss? If so,
descr ibe who ~ wha.t and how.
20. Was your spouse or partner wor~ing at the time? In Which
occupation?
21. Were yeu under any :dnd IOffinancial pressure at the ti111e
of your termination?
22. If still unemployed, what dQ you think your chances are
of finding employment?
23. If reemployed, how long did it take you to find a job?
24. Do you think that outplacement assis .ance improved or
speeded up the aecur i.ngof a new joh? Why',?
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25. How would you rate and compare your current job to the job
that you lost? (Better, same or worse). Elaborate on
speciflcs.
26. Is your present package more, the same or less than your
previous package? How do you feel about this?
27. How do you leel about your current position?
28. In which ways did the Outplacement service contribute to
your experience of finding reemployment?
29. How did you find the Outplacement intervention?
30. Give a J:>r.i.etdescription of the outplacement intervention
you underwent. Was it done on an individual or group
basis?
31. What made you go for the Outplacement option?
32. What aspects of Outplacement were valuable to you, and
which were less valuable, and why?
33. Could the intervention be improved?
34. In which ways did the Outplacement address the negative
consequences of job loss?
35. Would you recommend Outplacement for employees t:hat have
lest their jobs?
36. What have you learned from the job change experience?
37. What significant. changes have you experienced as a person
ae a resu).·tof the outplacement p; .\c(ass?
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38. Is there anything else you would like to add?
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24 October 1994
Dear Sir/Madam.
RSSBARCH FOR MASTER or ARTS DI BRTATIOH
(INDUSTRIAL PSfCHOLOGY)
1 am an Industrial Psychology Masters student at the univer.sityof the witwatersrand. The ~opic that I have chosen for my
disss:t'tationis outplacement. I would very much like to
interview people who have experienced involuntary job loss, and
who have undergone an outplacement intervention. I intend to
explore perceptions of and attitudes toward job loss and
Outplacement.
I assure you of complete confidentiality at all times.
Feedback will comprise a report of emergent general trends
gleaned from interviews. Under no circumstances willinformation on anyone participant be disclosed, and no nameswill appear on any documentation.
I am fully aware of the sensitivity of this kind of research.
I am twenty-nine years of age and have had previous work
experience wher"eI gained exposure to the consequences of job
loss and unemployment experienced by other people. In addition
to thisl I am a qualified crisis counsellor, and am under theclose supervision of a team of psycpologists at Wits. There
is little formal research on Outplacement world-wide; this
dissertation will be the first of its kind in south Africa.
In addition to stimulating further research in this area, itcould also provide outplacement organisations with pertinentfeedback on the basis of which ltIodificationsmay be madethereby contributing to the industry at large. However, I am
fully dependent on your participation.
Your participation is entirely voluntary t and may be terminatlld
at any time. Should :youwish to remain anonymous I an interview
could be conducted telephonically. Alternatively, a pseudonym.
may be used within the context of a personal interview. Should
this be problematic, I would be grateful if you would fill out
the attached questionnaire and return it to me as soon as
possible. I do feel, however, that an interview of some kindwould be far more beneficial to my study.
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Please call me on receipt of this on (011) 442-6539 - all hours
including weekends. Your participation is invaluable to met
and greatly appreciated. If there is anythi.ng further that I
could do to gain your participation, please let me know.
Interviews, whether personal or telephonic, will be done at
your convenience and at my expense.
Thank you for your consideration.
Yours sincerely
JO-ANlf J'ARIlmA .
B A (HonoUrs) (Clln)
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